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Two dimensional (2D) materials have been explosively researched since the discovery
of graphene but the applications of 2D materials have been extremely constrained because
of a variety of shortcomings in the materials such as zero bandgap in graphene or defective
growth techniques for wide-bandgap materials. Nonetheless, such novel materials are very
promising in the doomed situation which Moore’s law keeps slowing down. Graphene and
αMoO3 have been particularly of interest because graphene has developed large-scale growth
methods and αMoO3 has wide bandgap. In case of graphene, searching for the applications
with zero bandgap has been important and in the other, αMoO3 has not been developed for
large-scale growth techniques yet even though the applications are strongly expected to be
developed. In this thesis, unconventional CVD graphene electronics and large scale αMoO3
synthesis have been studied for very large scale integration (VLSI). A 512 flexible graphene
voltage amplifier array and the highest peak-to-valley current ratio NDR devices emitting
green color in graphene nanogap are presented so that large-scale CMOS compatible circuit
integration can be available for bio and RF (radio frequency) applications. Having 2.8eV
bandgap, a large-scale growth method for αMoO3 is developed for the first time showing
ambipolar and memristive behaviors.
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Two dimensional (2D) materials have been researched in theory for a long time. The exis-
tance of 2D monolayer had been arguable because it was generally believed that atomically
thin monolayer is theoretically unstable and had not existed in the real world. However,
in 2004, Geim and Novoslov succeeded to make atomically thin two dimensional carbon
layer called graphene and demonstrated its quantum hall effect which can happen in a
monolayer [9].
Since 2004, the research about graphene explosively increased and finally Geim and
Novoslov won the Nobel Prize in 2008 after 4 years of their discovery. Despite its rapid
growth of the research, skepticism about 2D materials have raised on and on because its
applications are not enough to be developed and have not been commercialized yet. Above
all, zero bandgap characteristic of graphene has restricted a lot of applications which are
extremely limited to applications such as RF (radio frequency) analog devices. Up to
date, although many efforts have been done to apply graphene for real devices, electrical
applications have rarely been reported.
In the other hand, Si industry has been developed following Moore’s law but the
speed of development has been saturated in the 2010s as shown in Fig.1.1. Many re-
searchers are conerned about the end of Moore’s law and seek alternatives to keep going
2
Figure 1.1: Moore’s Law. Expanded version up to 2010 from Intel Co.
on it. Definetely, the end of Moore’s law will doom our future which should be better than
now. For this reason, the advent of 2D materials arouse enthusiasm for the new research
area. The International Technology Roadmap For Semiconductors in 2011 [10] suggested a
variety of devices to overcome or to compensate for Si CMOS technology and as one of the
emerging devices, graphene is one candidate of emerging devices.
While over the past 10 years, many research has revealed various unique character-
istics of graphene, such characteristics are ironically limiting commercialization of graphene
devices. As a result, in order to utilize the advantage of graphene such as two dimensional
layers unlike nano wire and quantum dot, researchers are delving into another 2D materi-
als such as Transition Metal DiChalcogenide (TMDC), having different characteristics with
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graphene. However, wide bandgap 2D materials having more than 2 eV are still very rare
and Transition Metal Oxides (TMO) are a good candidate for the wide bandgap materials.
Fig.1.2 shows a known two dimensional material table including graphene family,
TMDC, and oxides [1].
Figure 1.2: Two dimensional material table [1]. Blue is monolayers proved to be stable
under ambient conditions (room temperature in air); green probably stable in air; and pink
unstable in air but that may be stable in inert atmosphere. Grey shading indicates 3D
compounds that have been successfully exfoliated down to monolayers, as is clear from
atomic force microscopy, for example, but for which there is little further information.
Figure 1.3: Two dimensional bandgap materials [2].
As shown in Fig.1.4, many bandgap 2D materials have been discovered but more
than 2.5eV is not known well. Even in the discovered materials, mostly the materials are not
stable in air so that material research as well as applications have been struggled. Mostly
graphene family, a few monolayer TMDCs, and TMOs (transion metal oxides) are stable
in air but mostly bandgap materials are not. Therefore, the research efforts for stable wide
bandgap 2D materials increase more and more.
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In the other hand, wide bandgap materials are strongly required to replace MOCVD
based epitaxial materials such as GaN for power or communication electronics. III-V semi-
conductors such as GaN, GaAs and so on require specific epitaxial substrate such as saphire.
This mainly leads to incompatibility with as-is CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semi-
conductor). 2D materials are expected to overcome such shortcomings of III-V semicon-
ductors because highly odered layer structure can be transfered to other substrates or can
directly be grown on a designated substrate. However, because wide bandgap (> 2eV) ma-
terials are not common in nature and even in 2D materials, bandgap opening is one of hot
issues for >2 eV. This requirement results in the research of transion metal oxides (TMOs)
such as αMoO3 being expected ∼ 3eV.
1.2 CVD Graphene
1.2.1 Electronic properties
Figure 1.4: Graphene lattice structure from [3]. In honeycomb structure of graphene, a=1.42
Å was used for carbon-carbon distance.
Graphene is made of carbon atoms which construct honeycomb structure as shown
in Fig. 1.4 [3]. In this honeycomb structure, Graphene has unique dispersion similar with
light called Dirac cone. Threre is no bandgap in the K and K’ point as shown in Fig. 1.5.
The equation 1.1 represents the dispersion relation showing the energy proportional to the
Fermi velocity near Dirac point. The Fermi velocity vF is estimated at 1×106 m/s. All
these characteristics contribute to unqiue carrier transport in graphene. The Fermi level is
located at E=0 as shown in Fig. 1.5 and there is no band gap. This semi-metal property
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coming from the massless Dirac equation1.1 has been constrained the applications.
E±(q)'±vF |q|+O[(q/K)2] (1.1)
where q is the momentum measured relatively to the Dirac points and vF is the Fermi
velocity, given by vF=3ta/2, with a value vF=1×106 m/s and K is the vector in K point.
Figure 1.5: Electronic dispersion in graphene reproduced from [3]. In honeycomb structure
of graphene, a=1.42 Å was used for carbon-carbon distance.
1.2.2 Synthesis
Initially, graphene was discovered from the exfoliation of graphite [9]. Although the charac-
teristics of graphene can be analyzed from pristine graphene exfoliated from raw graphite,
the great performance of graphene can be realized with artificial synthesis in the lab. This
requirement have accelerated the development of CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) sys-
nthesis but it has been partially successful. That is, most CVD method are using seed
substrate such as Copper or Nickel for hexagonal carbon atom arrangement. While this
Copper foil method creates stable and high quality graphene, the biggest problem is that
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a transfer process always should be entailed. Therefore, Ni seed, SiC and so on have been
suggested to omit the transfer process but the quality is inferior to the Copper foil method
yet.







≥1 ∼1 µm ∼150000
Graphene on Cu 1 1∼200 µm ∼50000
Graphene on Ni 1 1∼200 µm ∼10000
Graphene by
PECVD
≥1 10 nm∼1 µm ∼1000
Table 1.1: Major performance in each synthesis method
Excluding PECVD (Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition) graphene, most
synthesis methods require transfer processes from growth substrate (Cu, Ni, SiC) to target
substrate (Si substrate). Although two dimensional structure obviously is meritable for
device fabrication than 0D and 1D materials such as quantum dot and CNT (carbon nano
tube), the transfer process not only offsets such advantage but also becomes a drawback in
2D materials. In the other hand, as shown in the Table 1.1, PECVD graphene synthesis not
requiring transfer processes has some problems that mobility and domain size are inferior
to other methods, even though it overcomes such huddles. If we can utilize low performance
of graphene depending on synthesis methods and suggest graphene applications with them,
it will be significant improvement for the advancement of 2D materials.
- CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition)
In 2009, Xuesong, L. et al. reported large scale graphene on Cu foils for the first time [11].
Methane (CH4) and hydrogen (H2) are used as the precusor of CVD in a furnace. The
catalytic dehydrogenation of carbon precursors in which process temperature is about 1000
◦C is the main chemical reaction. Many other seed metals for CVD process have been tested
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but the grain size and crystallinity of graphene are still the best in the grapehne growth on
Copper foil. Sapphire, quartz, SiO2, MgO, GaN, ZrO2, Si3Ni4 and HfO2 have been used as
substrates for graphene growth but the quality of all grown graphene was not enough yet.
Furthermore, Ni [12] or SiC [13] seeds can be used for graphene growth but the electrical
performance is inferior to Copper yet.
- PECVD (Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition)
Figure 1.6: PECVD growth schematic [4].
In general, PECVD is widely used for industrial application due to faster growth
and lower temperature than thermal CVD as well as the large-scale and reliable growth of
thin film. In graphene, many researchers have been developed PECVD graphene [4], [14].
However, grain size (<1 µm) and mobility (<1000 cm2/Vs) are too inferior to other growth
technologies as shown in Table 1.1. Nonetheless, PECVD method has a great advantage
not requiring specific seed materials such as Copper or Nickel. Therefore, transfer processes
being problematic in 2D material applications are not required. CVD processes using Cop-
per or Nickel should use transfer process such as wet or dry etching for Copper or Nickel.
However, these processes create defects or impurities on graphene. For example, such im-
purities can unintentionally make doping on graphene and the Dirca point is significantly
shifted [4]. In addition, atomically thin graphene can be wavvy in a way that the transfer
is conducted. These complicated problems have degraded grown graphene.
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1.2.3 Voltage Amplifier and Nanogap: Previous Works
- Voltage Amplifier
Figure 1.7: Number of FETs in a circuit from [5]. the number of amplifiers in a circuit has
been under 2 excluding ring oscillators.
Since graphene discovered in 2004, many researchers have been tried to apply the
novel material for electronics. In electronics, the basic building blocks are inverters and am-
plifiers. The lack of bandgap drove researchers into analog devices,not switching devices.
Specifically, high speed RF (Radio Frequency) graphene devices have been noticible to real-
ize more than a few hundred GHz [13]. In the other hand, amplifiers have been researched
less than RF devices due to very low gain as shown in Fig.1.7. Because the fundamental
building block for analog circuit is voltage or current amplifier, graphene has been used for
unconventional amplifyers because traditional concept of amplifier such as common source
has shown very low gain under 2 in general. Despite such efforts, unconventional amplifying
characteristic of graphene devices have induced disadvantages such as voltage level []. As
shown in Fig. 1.7, voltage gain is near zero in a single device. The fundamental mechanism
of voltage amplifyer is shown in Fig. 1.8. Voltage gain is defined as 1.2. ro output resistance
significantly affect the gain because graphene can’t be saturated and the output resistance
is very low by a few hundred Ω.
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This is fundamentally caused by non-saturation characteristic of graphene FET
(Field Effect Transistor). In a voltage amplifier, small AC signal on DC bias level input to
the gate and the output is amplified. The voltage gain is calculated like following.
Figure 1.8: Common source voltage amplifier. AC small signal input on the gate and
amplified output signal is sensed on the drain. RD is a load resistance.
Vout/Vin = gm(ro||RD) (1.2)
where gm=dID/dVG, ro is an output resistance, and RD is a load resistance. In the
equation 1.2, ro needs to be high to make the voltage gain but if the current in graphene
FET is not saturated, the output resistance will not be high and significantly limit the
voltage gain. Han et al. demonstrated high-speed voltage amplifier [15] and Meric et al.
demonstrated the possibility of saturation in granphene FET [16]. However, until now,
voltage amplifier struggles the low gain ( < 2).
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Figure 1.9: I-V characteristic of tunneling diode and concept of energy band. At A,B,C,D
point, I-V points are put on the I-V curve. Negative differential resistance (NDR) corre-
sponds the range between B and C points in the I-V curve. Current consists of tunneling
current, excess current, diffusion current.
- Graphene nanogap
Since L. Esaki suggested the first tunneling device in germanium p-n junctions in 1958 [17],
the tunneling diode has tremendously impacted on our real life. Based on the fundamental
quantum mechanics in tunneling diodes, nanogap devices have been studied for a long
time even before the discovery of graphene. Very narrow nanogap between two metals can
transport electrons by band-to-band tunneling mechanism and researchers have been delved
into single electron transport. Tunneling devices represent a few unique characteristics such
as negative differential resistance (NDR) as shown in Fig.1.9. Although the nanogap devices
are of great interest in science and engineering, the formation of nanogap has not been
reproducible and reliable yet. For example, the difficulty makes under 1nm gap impossible
in the current thechnology. In the begining of graphene nanogap, it has been studied as a
failure mechanism to understand graphene nano ribbon because the quantum confinement
effect in a graphene ribbon can open the bandgap of graphene. However, the study on
graphene nanogap has been started from failure mechanism of graphene channel. H. Zhang
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et al. demonstrated On/Off states of the failure of graphene channel in suspended structure
[6].
Figure 1.10: Visualization of graphene nanogap formation [6]. Scale bar: 500nm
Many researchers have been reported unconventional switching behaviors in graphene
nanogap devices such as a memristor [18], graphene quantum dots [19]. However, atomi-
cally thin graphene and extremely narrow gap make studies on the behaviors insufficient.




αMoO3 is known as a layered wide bandgap material ( > 2 eV) as shown in Fig.1.11. With
wide bandgap, high dielectric property (∼ 200) of αMoO3 [7] is desirable characteristic for
power electronics. III-V semiconductors such as GaN have become the major materials due
to its wide bandgap (∼3 eV) and high dielectric constant(∼ 9.5) as well as high mobility
(1500 µ cm2/Vs). However, along with scaling down the mother board for a computer, the
needs for inserting power chips inside CMOS increases more and more in order to decrease
the entire footprint for electronics. As this purpose, αMoO3 shows great potential to replace
such III-V semiconductors. III-V epitaxial materials have been hard to synthesize due to low
yield and high cost by MOCVD. However, the novel 2D material is expected to overcome
such difficulties and to open a new way to expand the Moore’s law furhter. αMoO3 mobility
is reported as ∼ 1100 µ cm2/Vs and the dielectric constant (∼ 200) [7].
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Figure 1.11: Band structure and hydrogen effect of αMoO3 [7].
Figure 1.12: Molybdite ore from e-rocks.com.
1.3.2 Synthesis: Previous Works
Naturally, MoO3 exists as Molybdite ore as shown in Fig.1.13. However, the original ore
is extremely rare on earth. Therefore, chemical synthesis1.3 is used for MoO3 from Molyb-
denite which is common in nature.
2MoS2 + 7O2 −→ 2MoO3 + 4SO2 (1.3)
Figure 1.13 shows equalibrium Mo-O phase diagram. MoO3 can exist in narrow
bands and specifically αMoO3 is extremely narrow. MoO3 has two phase: α and β phases.
The β phase is metastable but α phase is stable and layered as desired because of its wide
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bandgap properties. the stoicheametry of αMoO3 is not easily acheivalble due to the very
narrow band in its phase diagram [8]. As well as the narrow band in phase diagram, large-
scale growth of αMoO3 is not easy because planar growth of crystal requires specific thermal
conditions matching vertical and horizontal growth. Many researchers have tried to make
large-scale growth of αMoO3 but until now it’s not satisfactory for a study of αMoO3.
Figure 1.13: Equalibrium Mo-O phase diagram [8]. αMoO3 phase has very narrow band as
shown in the left graph.
Although the crystal structure of αMoO3 has been known for decades, synthesis
of αMoO3 through techniques such as atomic layer deposition (ALD) [20], rapid thermal
process (RTP) [21], and oxidation of molybdenum metal [22] have been largely unsuccessful
because of poor control of growth conditions with a narrow band for stoichiometry, resulting
in sparse αMoO3 crystal flakes entangled with alternate lattice plane. As a result, device
results to-date have been from exfoliated crystals of molybdite, a natural ore [23].
1.3.3 Applications
MoO3, in particular, has drawn particular interest because of potential applications in
electrochromic devices [24–26], organic photo-voltaic devices (OPV) [27, 28], organic light
emission diodes (OLED) [29,30], gas or chemical sensors [31], field effect transistors (FET)
[32], and nanophotonic waveguides [33]. More recently, these has been interest in using
MoO3 to control the carrier concentration of other 2D materials such as MoS2 and WSe2 [34]
by the creation of surface dipoles.
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Figure 1.14: SEM images of αMoO3 [7]. a, Nanobelts. b, Thermal evaporated αMoO3. c,
HRTEM images and lattice constants.
1.4 Motivation and Proposal
For a long time, many semiconducting materials have been found from 0D via 1D to 2D
materials. However, all materials have same hurdles to be realized their applications, for
example, there are huge gaps between industry and academia. To commercialize novel
materials, there should be a link between a single device and large-scale integration. Obvi-
ously, large-scale material synthesis should be developed but even if the large-scale growth
methods are developed, they require commercially available applications. Until now, we
have many large-scale growth methods for 2D materials but the qualities of them are not
enough to replace as-is Si or III-V semiconductors. Nonetheless, unconventional electronics
not requiring such high performance need to be studied more. As an example, VLSI (Very
Large Scale Integration) requires high mobility such as more than 1000 cm2/Vs. However,
∼ 100 cm2/Vs is enough mobility for display devices such as OLED (Organic Light Emitting
Diode). This means that low performance comparing with the current highest specifica-
tion in semiconductor area can be utilized to many other applications we don’t know yet.
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Therefore, this thesis are pursuing for such novel unconventional electroncs based on CVD
graphene and wide bandgap αMoO3. To study this, the intrinsic properties from material





Graphene possesses attractive electrical, mechanical and optical properties [9, 35] and is
the most stable in air among the larger class of two-dimensional (2D) materials. Many
researchers have tried to use graphene to build transistors and circuits. However, despite
high mobility and favorable electrostatics for channel-length scaling [36], the zero bandgap
of graphene has been a significant limitation, resulting in high off currents in digital ap-
plications and poor small-signal output conductance in analog applications. While tech-
niques including nano-ribbon [37] and bi-layer graphene [38] have been proposed to induce
a bandgap in graphene, such methods often degrade the other materials properties, such as
mobility. Analog and radio-frequency (RF) applications of graphene transistors are most
amenable to approaches, pursued here, to mitigate undesirable transistor attributes, in this
case, the low device output resistance (ro) when biased in saturation. Here we develop the
most complex all-graphene integrated circuit developed to date with eight active transitors.
GFET devices have drawn interest because of graphenes superior high-frequency
transconductance (gm) [13] over traditional Si-based MOSFETs at the same channel length,
and several circuit demonstrators have been developed using one or two graphene transistors,
including resonators [39], RF receivers [40], frequency multipliers [41], and voltage amplifiers
[15, 42, 43]. Voltage amplifiers, in particular, have met with skepticism as the voltage gain
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of single GFET (as determined by gmro) is usually low (< 1 ∼ 5) [15,42,43]. It is possible,
however, to obtain more significant voltage gain in a multi-stage amplifier configuration if
more complex GFET integration can be achieved [44]. Such multi-stage voltage amplifier
topologies may be particularly beneficial in applications that require extreme flexibility, such
as micro-elecrocorticography (µ-ECoG) applications [45, 46]. In this work we demonstrate
a fully integrated, flexible, graphene-based voltage 8 × 8 amplifier array, in which each
amplifier channel consisting of eight GFETs. A single channel is composed of a two-stage
voltage amplifier with local current mirror for biasing. The array is fabricated on a high
flexible polyimide substrate.
2.2 Design and Fabrication
2.2.1 Circuit Configuration
A voltage gain of a single-stage common-source (CS) amplifier is given by gmRD at low
frequency, where gm is transconductance, RD is load resistance, and ro is the intrinsic
output resistance. Weak current saturation in GFETs generally produce ro less than 300
Ω due to weakly saturating drain current characteristics [15, 47]. However, by cascading
two identical stages, the voltage gain can be increased. This idea leads to fabrication of
two stage voltage amplifier. In our case, RD is implemented with a diode-connected GFET
with an effective resistance given by 500 ohm, where the body transconductance — is zero
(bodybias is zero). With this choice of load circuit, the single-stage voltage gain can be
given by ∼ 1.5.
Unlike DC voltage holding at certain values, small signal varied depending on time.
This signal relies on frequency (w), combined with a DC level. Therefore, input small signal
should be analyzed depending on frequency. In a single stage, voltage gain (A1) can be
calculated as like this,
18
Figure 2.1: A two-stage graphene voltage amplifier. Small signal equivalent circuit of the
two-stage graphene voltage with input capacitance and resistance (Cin1 and Rin1) and






















































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.2: A GFET and a two-stage graphene voltage amplifier. a. A cross-section of a
single graphene transistor with a top gate denoted by a GFET symbol. b. Transistor-level
schematic of the two-stage voltage amplifier. T1 and T2 are the 1st stage amplifiers whereas
T3 and T4 are the 2nd stage amplifiers. T2 and T4 serve as diode connected loads and T5-8
consitute a current mirror. c. An optical microscopic image of a single channel graphene
voltage amplifier. In 40 µm × 40 µm footprint, 8 transistors are arranged with a single
sensing pad having 20 µm × 20 µm area. d. Fabricated 64-channel of graphene voltage
amplifiers array. e. A side view showing 16m thickness of the device and a top view of
flexible device (the inset).
Based on these equations, we can enhance the voltage gain in a graphene voltage
amplifier. However, the output resistance of graphene transistor is nomally low and as
already described, single stage gain is not high. Fig.2.2a shows a cross-sectional illustration
of a top-gated GFET. Metal interconnects and top passivation layers are not shown for
simplicity. It should be noted that a top-gated structure is employed here instead of a back-
gate for ease of fabrication. If a bottom gate is used, reliable graphene transfer requires
a surface roughness on the back gate of less than 1nm rms, generally requiring chemical
mechanical polishing [48]. Fig.2.2b shows the schematic for a multi-stage amplifier designed
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here. The eight transistors in the design provide two stages of common-source amplification
(T1, T3), diode-connected transistors (T2, T4), and a current mirror (T5-T8) for uniform
bias generation across the array. All transistors have channel lengths of 1 µm while the
input transistor T1 and T3 have channel widths of 40 µm, T2, T4, T5, and T7 have channel
widths of 10 µm, and T6 and T8 have channel widths of 5 µm. Figure 2.1 shows a small
signal equivalent circuit of the two-stage voltage amplifier. From this equivalent circuit and
the device characteristics extracted from device current-voltage (IV) characteristics, we can
estimate the voltage gain. Fig.2.2c-e show the fabricated graphene devices. Fig.2.2c is a
single voltage amplifier having 8 graphene transistors and a sensing pad(20µm × 20µm).
Fig.2.2d is the array of 8 × 8 voltage amplifiers and Fig.2.2e is the completed flexible devices
showing 15 µm thickness.
Figure 2.3 shows DC performance of a GFET with W/L = 1 µm/1 µm. This device
is fully characterized to develop a compact model for the GFET devices to allow circuit
simulation [49]. These devices have a low-field mobility of ∼1070 cm2/V-s and Cg of ∼ 0.011
F/m2 for 20-nm thick HfO2 gate oxide. The maximum transconductance is 900 µS/m, with
an ro between 500 ∼ 5000 Ω depending on Vgs. The maximum gmro achieved for this 1 µm
device is 4.5 achieved achieved at Vgs = 0.3 V and Vds = 0.8 V.
2.2.2 Substrate Fabrication
The choice of flexible substrate is very important for flexible devices. Polyethylene tereph-
thalate (PET) is difficult to pattern due to its wavy, corrugated surface, has a limited
thermal budget, and provides limited resistance against solvents such as acetone. In this
work, polyimide (PI) (PI2611, HD MicroSystems) is used instead because of its excellent
thermal stability and insulating properties appropriate for device nanofabrication. In addi-
tion, while the thickness of commercially available plastic films are often more than 50 µm
making them inappropriate as truly thin flexible substrates, the thickness of polyimide can
easily be controlled by spin-coating.
Figure 2.4 shows the substrate fabrication process. First, bare silicon wafer (500 µm,
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(a)
Figure 2.3: DC transport measurements of a single GFET (W/L = 1/1 µm). a. Id vs. Vsd
with varying Vg (-1 V to 1 V in 0.5 V step). b. Channel resistance as a function of Vg. c.
Transconductance gm as a function of Vg.
Nova Electronic Materials) is used as a carrier substrate for polyimide coating. The carrier
wafer is first cleaned using piranha etchant (3:1 volume ratio of H2SO4 : H2O2), followed
by polyimide coating. Because plastic materials including polyimide exhibit poor water
vapor transmission rates (WVTR) and oxygen transmission rates (OTR), buffer layers on
the plastic substrate must be deposited to block oxygen and moisture [50]. The buffer layer
also needs to maintain an atomically flat surface for reliable graphene transfer. In our case,
we use a buffer of 20 nm of Al2O3, deposited using atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 150
◦C.
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Figure 2.4: Device fabrication process. a. A 500 µm thick Si wafer is diced to 20 mm ×
2mm pieces and cleaned by Piranha etchant. b. Polyimide (PI2611, HD MicroSystems) is
spin-coated and baked on a hotplate at 80 for 10 min and 130 ◦C for 10 min, followed by
a hard baking in a tube furnace. c. 20 nm Al2O3 as a buffer layer is deposited by ALD.
d. Graphene transistor fabrication consisting of O2 plasma etch and metal and dielectric
depositions following the graphene transfer. e. Mechanical delamination from the carrier Si
substrate. f. The delaminated film contains a completed flexible graphene voltage amplifier.
2.2.3 Transistor Fabrication
As shown in Figure 2.5,2.4, the transistor fabrication process is composed of graphene
growth, graphene transfer, graphene channel patterning, dielectric deposition, and metal
deposition. Graphene was grown using chemical vapor deposition on a copper foil at 1070
◦C in a tube furnace with methane gas (flow rate, 1 sccm) [11]. Device fabrication proce-
dure is explained in detail in Fig. S4. Until graphene patterning, we explained the detail
above. Transistor fabrication procedure followed the graphene patterning. We used ebeam
lithography to shape transistor electrodes and spacers. Lift-off method is used to pattern
electrodes and insulators. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, MicroChem A4 495 and A2
950) was coated in 2000 rpm and 1000 rpm for 1 minute on the sample. Following this, the
sample was baked on hot plate in 180◦C for 2 minutes. For lithography, Ebeam lithography
was used (EBL, NanoBeam nB4). To develop patterns, IPA solution mixed with MIBK
as 3:1 stored under -5◦C in the fridge was used. Insulators consist of gate insulator (5nm
HfO2, deposited in ALD) and others (300nm SiO2, deposited in sputter). Metal layers con-
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Figure 2.5: Flowchart of transistor fabrication.
sist of source/drain electrodes (Cr/Pd/Au 1/30/50nm), gate metal (Cr/Au 1/50nm), and
interconnect electrodes (Cr/Au 1/50nm) in ebeam evaporator.
Raman spectroscopy was used to check the quality of graphene as shown in Fig.2.6.
As shown in Fig.2.7, graphene on copper foil was attached to a pressure sensitive adhesive
(PSA) film [51] and etched by O2 plasma for 30 sec. After O2 plasma, the graphene and
copper foil on the PSA film was dipped into Cu etchant (APS-100) for 1 hour to remove
the copper followed by DI water rinse. Finally graphene on the PSA film was transferred
onto the substrate of interest (Al2O3/PI/Si).
The graphene transfer process follows approaches described elsewhere [51]. O2
plasma (50 W, 100 mTorr, Plasma Etch) is employed for the channel patterning and both
dielectric (HfO2 and SiO2) and metal (Cr/Pd/Au for contacts to graphene and Cr/Au for
the rest) depositions are done with a lift-off process based on bilayer PMMA. It should be
noted that in order to accommodate for the relatively low glass transition temperature of
PMMA, all the deposition processes are performed at temperatures less than 150 ◦C.
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Figure 2.6: Raman shift of graphene. G and 2D peaks are clearly shown in 1580 cm−1 and
2650 cm−1, respectively.
2.2.4 Mechanical Delamination
Due to the edge bead formed on the edge when polymer is coated, the edge part of polymer
film should be cut by a razor to detach a sample from the carrier substrate. The simple
procedure was depicted in Fig. 2.8.
After device fabrication on the carrier substrate, the device array on polyimide is
mechanically delaminated from the carrier substrate as shown in Figure 2.4. As shown in
Figure 2.8, we have developed a simple mechanical delamination technique that does not
require additional chemical [52] or optical [53] processes which can degrade the device per-
formance. The polyimide is cut into a rectangular shape enclosing the device area using a
razor blade before gently lifting it from the carrier substrate with a tweezer at a controlled
rate. This simple delamination approach is enabled by controlling the surface energy be-
tween the carrier substrate and the polyimide throughout the nanofabrication processes.
In particular, the piranha clean just before the polyimide coating changes the carrier wafer
surface to be hydrophilic promoting the adhesion of the polyimide while allowing controlled
detachment of the polyimide from the Si substrate in the final step.
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Figure 2.7: Graphene transfer procedure. a, Copper with graphene both side. b, Protect
film was attached on one side. c, One side graphene was etched by O2 plasma for 30sec. d,
Cu was etched for 1 hour in APS-100. e, graphene with protect film was transferred into a
target substrate. f, A completed sample.
2.3 Measurement
Figure 2.2c-e shows an optical microscopic image of the fabricated multi-stage graphene
voltage amplifier and a corresponding computed aided design (CAD) layout. Figure 2.2c
illustrates a single channel consisting of eight GFETs and Figure 2.2d depicts a 64-channel
array. A single GFET is used to characterize the effect of strain on unit GFET performance,
a single channel amplifier is used to characterize the gain of the graphene two-stage amplifier.
Figure 1e shows the fully fabricated flexible graphene voltage amplifier array after the
delamination from the carrier substrate. The total thickness is about 16 µm and the lateral
dimensions are 18 mm × 16 mm. Figure 2.2e and the inset present top and side views of
the device, respectively.
While the mechanical properties of graphene Youngs modulus of 1TPa [54] and
intrinsic strain limit of 25 % [55] sets a very high flexibility limit for graphene-based
devices, the devices reported thus far have only shown up to 10 % strain and 10-mm
bending radius [55]. However, such limitation is mainly due to the thick plastic substrates
employed not due to the graphene itself. If the substrate thickness is reduced, the overall
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Figure 2.8: Mechanical delamination process.
flexibility of the device can be enhanced significantly, which is the case for this work in
which the thinnest reported (16-µm-thick) polyimide plastic in used for these circuits.
For electrical characterization, graphene amplifier array is attached onto pre-calibrated
bars that are used for reliable measurement and analysis of bending. To test a 1-mm bend-
ing radius, a 1-mm radius bar is used in combination with a 3-mm radius stainless-steel
(SUS) bar as shown in Figure 2.9a (inset) because a 2 mm bar is too small to provide
sufficient mechanical stability. Figure 2.9b shows the full measurement configuration for a
single channel. The probes are connected to a parameter analyzer (Keysight Technologies
B1500A) which provides voltage (VDD) and ground supplies.
Figure 2.10a-b shows the measured voltage gain of the amplifier as a function of fre-
quency for a single amplifier channel loaded with a capacitance of 50 pC at a VDD of 2 V.
We show the simulated amplifier response for comparison. Frequency response in this case is
dominated by loading capacitance. Noise performance of the graphene voltage amplifier ar-
ray was measured by the measurement configuration as shown in Fig. 2.11. GVA(Graphene
Voltage amplifier) was connected to a device parameter analyzer(Agilent 81500A) and
SR570 low noise preamplifier and dynamic spectrum analyzer(Agilent 35670A). The in-
put stage is loaded by 1000µF. At first, we measured single transistor having W/L=1/1
µm and the noise performance was measured as shown in Fig. 2.12. Figure 2.10d shows
input-referred noise performance of the graphene voltage amplifier circuit in operating bias
levels (VDD= 0.5V, 1.5V, 2V), which shows that the noise floor is ∼3.310-9 V2/Hz and
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Figure 2.9: Optical images of the flexible voltage amplifier and measurement configuration.
a. A thin flexible device is loaded onto a smaller rod with 1 mm bending radius which
is then attached a larger rod with 3 mm bending radius for mechanical stability during
measurement. b. A loaded sample under measurement. c. Biasing is set by a parame-
ter analyzer (Keysight Technologies B1500A). Voltage output from the device under test
(DUT) is fed to an oscilloscope (Keysight Technologies MSO06034A). Frequency response
is measured using a vector network analyzer (Keysight Technologies HP3577A) with DC
blocks at the input.
that cut-off frequency is 33 Hz. Noise measurement set-up is shown in Figure 2.11. As
shown in Fig. 2.13, 1/f noise was estimated as β ∼ -1.0 at VDD=2V from S(f) ∼ 1/fβ.
This noise level is comparable with the conventional ECoG devices.
2.4 Simulation
In relation to the simulation for graphene transistor, there are some models but we used a
compact model to simulate graphene transistor so that we can build up graphene integrated
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Figure 2.10: Frequency response in gain and phase (a,b), time-domain measurement(c). a.
The input impedance of the vector network analyzer is set to 1 MΩ. DC gain and f3dB of
14.4dB and 3kHz are observed with a lower phase lagging and linear phase response up to
10 KHz. The inset graph shows phase response in 1 M impedance. b. The input impedance
of the vector network analyzer is set to 50 Ω. DC gain and f3dB of 1.2 dB and 2.2 kHz are
observed with the phase shift of lagging of -64 o up to 1.2kHz. The inset graph shows phase
response in 50 Ω impedance. c. Time-domain measurement using an oscilloscope with a 50
input impedance. 50.3 mVpp input signal (black square) is amplified to 65.3 mVpp output
signal (red circle). d. Input referred noise performance of voltage amplifier
circuits. Although large-scale integreated transistors on a wafer can have some distribution
of their characteristics, the rough estimation for the graphene integreted circuit will be
enough by the compact model if we ignore the characteristic variation. Cadence virtuoso
and matlab software are used for the simulation. Experimental data in the size of W × L
= 1 µm × µm) has been used for general parameter extraction of graphene transistor.
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Figure 2.11: Noise measurement set-up.
Figure 2.12: Noise measurement on single graphene device(W/L=1/1µm) and graphene
voltage amplifier.
2.4.1 Compact model
S. Rakheja et al. suggested an ambipolar virtual-source-based charge-current compact
model in 2014 [49]. Following equations were used to simulate and to extract frequency
response. Figure 2.15 shows simulated frequency results by changing the width of con-
nected transistors. This transistors play a resistor role in the circuit and are changing
loading resistance and capacitance. The simulated results show voltage gain from 0 to 8dB
and rolling off around 10kHz.
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Figure 2.13: 1/f noise and noise floor.
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1 + exp(E+qVcdkBT )
(2.9)
2.4.2 GFET (graphene field-effect transistor)
Parameters are extracted from I-V characteristics of a single transistor. Gate capacitance
(Cg), transconductance (gm), and mobility (µeff ) can be calculated as following,
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Figure 2.14: Configuration for a graphene voltage amplifier having 8 graphene transistors











W × Cg × Vds
(2.12)
, where W is channel width, L is channel length, d is thickness of gate insulator, εr
is relative permeability, and ε0 is vacuum permeability.
2.5 PI substrate and Flexibility
2.5.1 Polyimide Coating and Baking
PI2611 (HD MicroSystems) as polyimide was used. Si wafer (Nova Electronic Materials) is
diced to 20mmx20mm and cleaned by piranha etchant, IPA and Acetone with sonification.
Polyimide is spin-coated on Si wafer with three steps that are 500 rpm for 10 sec, 800 rpm
for 10 sec, and 900 rpm for 30 sec. After coating, soft bake was performed on hotplate.
First step was 10 minutes for 80◦C and the second step was 10 minutes for 130◦C. For
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Figure 2.15: Simulated frequency response for a graphene voltage amplifier having 8
graphene transistors in Virtuoso(Cadence, Co., Ltd.). 10 kohm and 500pC are loaded
and 1mV was biased in input.
hard baking, polyimide samples were baked in tube furnace (Lindberg M) with nitrogen
environment. Temperature profile was shown in Fig.2.16.
The quality of polyimide film was evaluated by checking TGA (Thermal Gravimetric
Analysis) and AFM (Atomic Force Microscope). Figure 2.17 shows the results of TGA and
AFM. The polyimide film shows high thermal stability up to 470◦C. Surface roughness of
polyimide shows 443pm r.m.s. in the area of 20 × 20 µm.
2.5.2 Flexibility
The relationship with bending radius and strain can be calculated as followed by
∆l = lini − lbend (2.13)











, where substrate thickness is t, bending radius is r, lini is the circumference of
initial flat curve, lbend is the circumference of bended curve, and ε is strain. As shown in
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Figure 2.16: Annealing condition. Temperature vs. Time shows ramp-up, soaking, and
cooling in tube furnace.
Fig. 2.18a, strain varied with the thickness of substrate, which changes from 2mm to 20µm.
When the bending radius is 20µm, strain shows less than 1%. However, stress distribution
will significantly be changed inside the structure of device as shown in Fig.2.18b. When
bending radius is 1mm, graphene will be stressed ∼0.004 GPa which means 0.4% strain in
15µm thickness of substrate. Stress distribution can be calculated by following equations



























Figure 2.17: TGA and AFM measurement for checking Polyimide coating quality. a, TGA
measurement. Weight loss of polyimide film was measured along with temperature. Weight
loss increases from 474◦C. b, AFM measurement of polyimide film. The surface roughness
shows 443pm r.m.s..
, where σixx is nominal stress distribution along y axis, Ei is Youngs modulus of each
material, R is bending radius, y is the distance from the bottom of device, y0 is neutral the
location of plane distance in which the entire stress of device will be zero. Based on data of
Table 2.1, stress distribution can be draw like Fig.2.18b. This graphs show thin substrate
has lesser strain than thicker one and as shown in Fig. 2.18b small bending radius up to
1mm is available for the graphene transistors because the level of stress in the graphene used
as an active channel layer is lower than its intrinsic Young’s modulus(2400GPa). Therefore,
thin PI substrate like around 10 µm can make the transistors intact when bended.
Figure 2.18: Strain vs. bending radius (a) and stress distribution in 15 µm thickness of
substrate depending on various bending radius (b).
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Table 2.1: Device structure in detail from bottom to top for calculation of stress distribution.
Figure 2.19: I-V depending on various bending radius (W/L=1/1µm). a, Bending radius
is infinite. b, Bending radius is 2.5mm. c, Bending radius is 1mm.
2.6 Summary
In summary, we have demonstrated a 8 × 8 fully integrated flexible voltage amplifiers array
where each amplifier unit is consisting of eight GFETs. A simple and efficient mechani-
cal delamination method is used to integrate the device on a flexible polyimide platform.
This method can further be extended to other plastic materials that can be deposited by
spin-coating process as all subsequent fabrication processes are performed under 180 ◦C.
Capitalizing exceptional mechanical properties of graphene the bending radius of 1 mm
which corresponds to 0.4% strain level is demonstrated. Voltage gain of 5 dB out to a
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bandwidth of ∼ 30 kHz is achieved when driving a 100-fF load impedance. Input-referred
noise performance is better than 1.65 nV/rtHz for these amplifiers over the band from 33
Hz to 10kHz. These flexible graphene voltage amplifier array have performance that is com-
parable to current state-of-the-art mECoG arrays. Furthermore this system-level approach
sheds a light on how to integrate non-conventional materials onto a conventional platform,





Graphene nanogap devices have been researched since the 2008 for switching applica-
tions [56, 57] and unconventional electronics such as memristor [58]. In the origin of the
research, nanogap formation was one of failure modes in graphene channel damaged by
high bias voltage and mainly studied on suspended graphene structure [6]. Unconventional
electron transport in the nanogap has not been studied well because the nanogap forma-
tion is caused from explosive breakdown mechanism and complex structure of the nanogap.
However, nanogap devices have reproduced reliable properties so that many researchers
have delved into nanogap applications [19,59] and such easy formation method by high bias
voltage opened the way to study nanogap devices in detail. Regardless of the formation
method, fundamentally, nanogap devices are understood similar to tunnel diodes, using
quantum tunneling in a forbidden potential barrier under 10nm as L., Esaki, a Nobel prize
winner suggested for the first time in 1958 [17]. Since the advancement of tunnel diode
in superlattice structure, due to the easiness of fabrication, vertical tunnel devices have
been developed with III-V semiconductors. However, as well as fabrication difficulty such
as epitaxial growth of III-V materials and high doping profile, fundamental limitations in
the tunnel diode still exist such as low on-current density (<1 kA/cm2), low peak-to-valley
current ratio (Ip/Iv ∼ 28 for GaAs, ∼ 4 for Si) due to the restricted quantum states in
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the tunneling transmission [60]. In optics area, two-dimensional (2D) materials have re-
ceived great deal of interest as potential optical and optoelectronic materials. The unique
photon-like linear energy band structure of graphene, for example, has led to recent re-
search into nonlinear optics due to coupling to plasmons and polaritons [61–64]. Other 2D
materials that have a bandgap [65,66] have led to light-emitting diode structures in vertical
heterostructures. In many cases, these efforts have focused on the search for direct wide-
bandgap materials appropriate for efficient visible light emission, but finding direct bandgap
in excess of 1 eV has proven difficult. As an alternative, incandescent light emission (which
is independent of bandgap) has been reported and studied in graphene [66]. Chemically
modified graphene, such as graphene oxides, has even been reported to emit visible light,
although the internal quantum efficiency is very low (< 1 %) [67]. Despite such efforts,
simple and large-scale light emitters in 2D materials have not been reported yet. Here
we report abnormally huge negative differential resistive (NDR) electron transport with
green light emission in PECVD graphene nanogap and demonstrate a CMOS-compatible 8
× 8 mm2 65,536-pixel (256 × 256) light-emitting array based on non-suspended PECVD
graphene. A single photoemission area is 1 µm2 and a unit pixel consists of 16 photoe-
mission devices (arranged in a 4 × 4 array). Light emission spectra and material analysis
are conducted to understand the mechanism for the visible light emission and non-trivial
electron transport in these non-suspended structures. This work suggests a new type of
NDR device having atomically narrow multi quantum well and demonstrates the scalability
of multi-channel, atomically thin, graphene nanogap as light sources and NDR electronics
to scalable, large-area arrays for both display and communication applications.
3.2 Methods
Graphene Growth
CH4 of RF plasma was used to grow multilayer graphene on SiO2 substrates. SiO2 thickness
is 285 nm on 500 µm Si wafers. The growth temperature was 500 ◦C at a heating rate of
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10 C/min and deposition time was 1 min in a mixture of methane (CH4, 2 sccm) and
hydrogen (H2, 20 sccm) while the pressure was maintained at 10 mTorr. The gas mixtures
were discharged at a power of 50 W for the specific growth time. The sample was cooled
to room temperature at a cooling rate of 3 C/s by turning off the heater power.
3.2.1 Device Fabrication
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, MicroChem A4 495 and A2 950) was used to pattern
graphene channels as well as the electrodes. Resist exposure is done via electron beam
lithography (EBL, NanoBeam nB4) and cold development (3:1 mixture of IPA:MIBK at -5
◦C) is used to achieve finer pattern resolution. The 1µm × 1µm graphene area for each
pixel was patterned by ICP (Inductive Coupled Plasma) using CHF3 and O2 (40 sccm and
10 sccm, respectively) with 60W RF power while a lift-off process was used to define the
electrodes. Electron beam deposition was used for Cr/Pd/Au (2/20/30nm) contacts and
Cr/Au (5/300nm) cross electrodes. We used HSQ (Hydrogen Silsesquioxane, Dow Corning)
as an insulating layer between contact and cross electrodes, which was patterned by e-beam
lithography.
3.2.2 Packaging and Measurement
Wire-bonding onto a 128-pin PGA chip carrier was conducted after chip dicing. To protect
devices from moisture and oxygen, epoxy sealing was done in a vacuum chamber. UV
curable epoxy sealant OG119 was pasted on 500 µm soda-lime glass and after attaching
with the chip carrier at 10−3 torr, the chip was cured by UV for 5 min with 5 mW. Finally,
it was baked on 80 ◦C hotplate for 1 hour. Fully packed devices were biased with an
external power supply (Keithley 2400) and observed under a microscope. To measure light
spectrum, SpectraPro Spectrometers by Princeton Instruments was used. Raman and PL
spectroscopy were performed by Renishaw in Via micro-Raman with a 532nm laser.
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3.3 PECVD growth of graphene without mechanical transfer
In general, Cu or Ni substrates are used in CVD processes for graphene growth, because the
lattice of Cu or Ni atoms is critical in forming a hexagonal arrangement of carbon atoms
to seed growth. However, most applications cannot directly utilize graphene on such metal
foils as the base substrates are conducting. For most applications, a mechanical transfer
processes that move the graphene layers from Cu or Ni foils to designated substrates such
as SiO2/Si wafers are required. These processes typically entail wet etching or polymer
coating, and the resultant contamination from etchants or residues inherently impacts the
materials properties of resulting graphene films. As a result, many devices continue to be
fabricated with graphene flakes that are mechanically exfoliated from graphite.
In this work, we instead utilize PECVD-grown graphene samples. PECVD allows for
the wafer-scale deposition of uniform multilayered graphene without the need for catalysts,
allowing the use of arbitrary growth substrates [68]. In our case, growth proceeds using RF
plasma of CH4. The growth substrates are 500-µm-thick, four-inch Si wafers with a 285-nm-
thick SiO2 layer. The growth temperature was 500
◦C at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min and
deposition time was 1 min in a mixture of methane (CH4, 2 sccm) and hydrogen (H2, 20
sccm) while the pressure was maintained at 10 mTorr. The gas mixtures were discharged at
a power of 50 W for the specific growth time. The sample was cooled to room temperature
at a cooling rate of 3 ◦C/s by turning off the heater power. Fig.3.1-b shows a grown PECVD
graphene and a SiO2/Si 4-inch wafer, respectively. PECVD graphene on 285nm SiO2 has a
bluish hue as opposed to the purple color of 285-nm SiO2. As-grown multilayered PECVD
graphene layers had a thickness of 5 nm with sub-1-nm surface roughness as shown in Figure
3.12. After growth, we diced the wafer into 20 mm × 20 mm chips and used the chips for
our fabrication. Fig.3.1-d demonstrates the Raman spectrum of PECVD graphene, showing
higher defect levels than conventional CVD graphene at 2D (2690 cm−1) and D + D ′ (2950
cm−1) as well as a D (1350 cm−1) peak higher than that generally observed with CVD
graphene [69]. These defects to produce p-type doping as evidence by a strong positive
shift of the Direct point under back-gate bias [4].
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Figure 3.1: Raman spectra and large-scale light emission array. a, 3D cartoon of a single
pixel nanogap device b, 4-inch wafer scale growth of PECVD graphene and SiO2. c, Image
of turned-on 16×4 pixels d, Raman spectra of PECVD graphene (red). The inset image
shows the color difference between PECVD graphene and SiO2. d, A fully packaged chip
on a 128-pin BGA. Scale bar: 10 mm. e, A magnified image of the array area. Scale bar: 1
mm. f, A magnified image of the array. Scale bar: 50 m. g, image of a single pixel with 1
µm2 of graphene (circled in white). Cr/Pd/Au and Cr/Au were used for contact and cross
electrodes, respectively. HSQ (Hydrogen Silsesquioxane) is used as an insulator to separate
cross electrodes from contact electrodes Scale bar: 5 µm.
3.4 Non-suspended light-emitting graphene device array
A large-scale 256 × 256 pixel light-emitting graphene array based on PECVD graphene
was fabricated as shown in Fig.3.1e-f. Fig.3.1f shows the non-suspended light emitters
fabricated on as-grown PECVD graphene films. Cr/Pd/Au contact stacks were used to
decrease contact resistance to the graphene while Cr/Au traces were used for interconnects,
The 1 µm × 1 µm graphene area for each pixel was patterned by dry etching using CHF3
and O2, while a lift-off process was used to define the electrodes. To avoid shorting between
contact and interconnect layers, we created islands of insulating negative tone (hydrogen
silsesquioxane (HSQ) which were patterned by e-beam lithography.
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Figure 3.2: Light emission and IV characterization. a, Thermal radiation and green light
emission. Light emission before (top row) and after (bottom row) nanogap device formation
in W=5 µm and L=5 µm. b, IV characterization in W=5 µm and L=5 µm when nanogap is
formed. In the forward direction of bias voltage (red line), nanogap is formed in the current
drop. Light emission is shown as shaded color boxes in the graph. Before the current drop,
red light emission is observed. After the current drop, green light emission is observed
in the low current level. Backward sweep of bias voltage still shows green light emission
until the current pops up to the original current level(blue line). The inset graph shows
a hundred times sweep in W=7 µm and L=3 µm which shows stable performance. AFM
images and Raman mapping images in the graphene channel before and after the nanogap
formation. c, Electroluminescence (EL) of the thermal radiation and green light emission.
Light spectrum of the nanogap device showing a peak at 569.4nm and 208.4nm FWHM
in green color emission and showing a peak at 655.2nm and ∼174.2nm FWHM in thermal
radiation. d, e, Symmetric IV characteristic before (d) and after (e) the nanogap formation.
After nanogap formation in (b) having breakdown voltage of 12V, the current drop voltage
is reduced up to 7∼8V.
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To minimize contamination during fabrication, we used 20 mm × 20 mm substrates
while the active device area is only the center 8 mm × 8 mm, accommodating the entire
array as shown in Fig.3.1f-g. Before packaging with wire bonding onto a 128-pin BGA, we
tested the devices in a vacuum chamber at 10−4 ∼ 10−7 torr to verify their performance.
Following this check, we packed the device on the 128-pin chip carrier. For encapsulation,
we bonded the chip carrier to 500-µm-thick soda-lime glass with UV curable epoxy at 10−5
torr. Finally, we measured light emission from the fully packaged chip as shown in Fig.3.1e.
The limited number of pins on the chip carrier restricted operation of our device to a small
subset of pixels, but full integration with CMOS decoders and registers in the future will
allow full operation of large arrays. Figs.3.1e-h shows the device from the single element to
the level of the fully packaged array. Fig.3.1h shows the single pixel of the non-suspended
graphene light emitter with a 1 × 1 µm2 active graphene area.
3.5 Nanogap formation and green color emission
This work marks the first observation of visible light emission in non-suspended graphene
nanogap structures as shown in Fig.3.2a, an unexpected result since the suspension of 2D
materials has generally been considered a requirement for observing such emission based
on blackbody radiation [66, 70]. The conventional thinking is that suspending the sample
is required for light emission because fast heat dissipation through SiO2 or a substrate in
non-suspended graphene does not allow for enough heating in the graphene to enable light
emission by blackbody radiation since the graphene sample must reach a temperature of
2000K [70]. Generally, non-suspended structures dissipate heat faster than suspended struc-
tures as direct thermal conduction to a substrate (such as SiO2) is far more efficient than
radiative heat transfer through vacuum. However, as shown in Fig.3.2a, thermal radiation
(top row in Fig. 3.2c) changed to green light emission (bottom row in Fig. 3.2a) in the
central line of the channel before enough thermal heat accumulation for stable radiation.
The thermal accumulation in the channel forms the nanogap in the center of the channel
after the color transition from red to green as shown in Fig. 3.2b. The transition tempera-
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ture forming nanogap from the red light to the green light is estimated as 2000K from the
fitting of electroluminescence (EL) data as shown in Fig. 3.17. Unexpectedly, the green
light emission came from the nanogap, not from the entire channel as shown in Fig. 3.2a.
The light emission spectrum (Fig. 3.2c) shown exhibits an emission spectrum with a peak
at 569nm and 208nm FWHM. In general, blackbody radiation in the green would require
temperatures of 8000 K 9000 K, while the devices shown here only reach temperatures of
2000 K [70] before failure (Fig.3.3).
Figure 3.3: Black-body radiation along with temperature. Green light radiation requires
9000 K.
Therefore, this green light emission is not obviously coming from the blackbody
radiation. The current-voltage (I-V) characterization of a single pixel is shown in Fig.3.2b.
While monitoring light emission and current, voltage sweeps were conducted by biasing
across the graphene active area in 50 mV steps from 0 V to 20 V (forward direction) and
then back down to 0 V, once again in 50mV steps (backward direction). While ramping
in the forward direction, as shown in Fig.3.2b, reddish blackbody radiation starts at ∼9V
and is maximized at ∼11V. A turn-on threshold at 11.9 V marks an abrupt transition as
green light emission begins while the current decreases sharply from 4.39 mA to 180 µA
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and the resistance of the device increases dramatically from ∼2.7 kΩ to a few GΩ. Past
this threshold voltage, emitted light intensity is consistently fluctuated with applied bias
shown in Fig.3.2b. As the voltage bias is stepped back, light emission ceases at 8.7 V, 3.2
V below the turn-on voltage. Below 8.7 V, the current in the device recovers to the values
observed in the forward sweep.
Figure 3.4: Threshold voltage and resistance in length (a) and width (b) variation for
nanogap formation. Resistance is estimated by current at each threshold voltage.
Threshold field of the nanogap formation, breakdown voltage in which current abruptly
drops is ∼5.5 V/µm which is proportional to channel length as shown in Fig.3.4b. In the
same channel length L= 1 µm, the threshold voltage along with channel width is not varied
much in the range of 5.2 to 5.6 eV as shown in Fig.3.4a. In detail of the nanogap formation,
Fig.3.5 is showing each step from before the formation via the moment of formation to
after the formation. As shown in Fig.3.5b, the moment of nanogap formation displays huge
current drop and after the nanogap formation, the peak current level reduces to one fifth
and the peak voltage shifts ∼ -0.8V as shown in Fig.3.6. This phenomenon is reproducible
and as shown in the inset of Fig.3.2b, the IV characteristics are reliably reproduced.
In suspended monolayer graphene samples, it was previously observed that optical
interference effects caused by the trench depth between graphene and SiO2 transform some
of the blackbody radiation the near IR (NIR) into tunable peaks in the visible spectrum [66].
The emission spectra in this case, however, still preserves the characteristics of blackbody
radiation, including a prominent NIR (>700nm) component [66], which is missing from
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Figure 3.5: IV characterization at each stage for nanogap formation (W=7 µm, L=1 µm).
a, IV characteristic up to 5 V sweeps in forward and backward directions before nanogap
formation. b, IV characteristic up to 6 V sweeps in forward and backward directions at the
moment of nanogap formation. The nanogap is formed at ∼5.2 V when the current drops.
c, After the nanogap formation, IV characteristic up to 7V sweeps in forward and backward
directions.
the spectrum of Fig.3.2c. In previously reported light emission in suspended monolayer
graphene, specific heat reservoirs are necessary to maintain optical phonon populations
for sufficient scattering with hot electrons to produce light emission. In contrast, with
multilayer graphene, non-suspended structures can maintain enough heat through defect-
electron scattering and do not require optical-phonon-electron interactions. Because of the
lower heating requirement, current levels for light emission in our samples are approximately
a factor of 10 less than that reported for monolayer suspended samples at the same optical
peak power [66, 70]. This difference between suspension and non-suspension of graphene
explains the initial blackbody radiation before nanogap formation. However, the green light
emission in the nanogap as shown in Fig.3.2a after the nanogap formation is unusual and
the mechanism is not clear because graphene has no bandgap and SiO2 substrate as shown
in Fig.3.7 is not affecting the light emission. In Fig.3.7, we blocked the SiO2 substrate effect
by inserting hBN (hexagonal Boron Nitride) underneath PECVD graphene and the device
as shown in Fig.3.7g emitted green color.
3.5.1 hBN (hexagonal Boron Nitride) substrate effect
We use a poly-carbonate (PC) coated polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mounted on a glass
slide to pick up and release hBN. PECVD graphene directly grown on SiO2/Si substrate is
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Figure 3.6: Current reduction after nanogap formation (W=7 µm, L=1 µm). a, Before
and after nanogap formation, the peak current is reduced as shown in brown arrow and the
voltage at the peak current is decreased by 0.8V
placed on a vacuum hot plate stage under a microscope. The glass slide having PC coated
PDMS is placed on the PECVD graphene sample. When the polymer adheres to the overall
surface of PECVD graphene, temperature of the hot plate ramps up to 150 ◦C by 4 ◦C/min
for 30 min and then ramps down to 40 ◦C. Following this, the glass slide is slowly shifted
away from the PECVD graphene sample along the z-axis of the micromanipulator in the
vacuum hot plate. In this process, the glass slide picks up the PECVD graphene against
SiO2/Si substrate. In order to pick up hBN on PECVD graphene, the glass slide picking up
PECVD graphene right before is slowly lowered until the polymer outside pick-up PECVD
graphene on the glass slide fully contacts with exfoliated hBN on SiO2/Si substrate. Similar
to the previous pick-up of PECVD graphene, the temperature of the hot plate ramps up to
180 ◦C by 7.75 ◦C /min for 20 min. The glass slide is moved away against the hBN substrate
as slow as possible. Then we have a PECVD graphene/hBN/SiO2/Si substrate having the
polymer. In order to promote the adhesion between PECVD graphene and hBN, the sample
is baked on a hot plat at 200 ◦C for 10 min. Finally, the polymer is dissolved in chloroform
over 12 hours. After the PECVD graphene transfer process, we fabricate metal electrodes
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(Cr/Pd/Au, 2nm/30nm/50nm) on the sample. The metal deposition was conducted in e-
beam evaporator and we used lift-off process by help of e-beam lithography (see Method).
The fabricated device as shown in Fig.3.17a was measured in vacuum environment (10−4
torr). I-V characterization and EL measurement were conducted at the same time with
monitoring light emission from the device.
Figure 3.7: PECVD graphene on hBN. a, A microscope image of PECVD graphene on hBN
having 4 channels. b, I-V characterization when current abruptly drops in sweep of forward
and backward direction. c, EL spectroscopy. Peak wavelength is 545nm and FWHM is
210nm. d,e,f, Each thermal radiation before current drop at 7.5V, 8V, 8.5V, respectively in
W=3 µm and L= 2 µm. g, Green light emission at 9V after current drop.
3.5.2 Graphene oxidization
Microscope images have shown the nanogap channel seems unusually being changed as
shown in Fig.3.8. The cartoon in Fig.3.9a shows the changed graphene channel after the
nanogap formation. The left half side and the right side of the channel next to the nanogap
look different as their materials seem different. As shown in Fig.3.9b, AFM and Raman
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Figure 3.8: Microscope images before (a, b) and after (c, d) nanogap formation. a, c,
W=L=5 µm. b, d, W=3 µm, L=5 µm.
mapping data show different morphology and chemical composition in the both sides.
To be clear, Fig.3.10 shows Raman map data showing that D and G peaks in the left
side of the nanogap was merging each other, comparing with the right side. This means left
and right side have different temperature distribution in process of the nanogap formation.
The left side seems reduced graphene oxide.
Furthermore, the surface roughness in pristine PECVD graphene, right side of
nanogap, and left side of nanogap is 551pm r.m.s., 188pm r.m.s., and 1590pm r.m.s., re-
spectively as shown in Fig.3.9c-e. As shown in Fig.3.11, TEM image shows that the right
side of nanogap have thick oxide layers which are three times thicker than graphene layer.
As clearly shown in Fig.3.11-c, the number of layer in the graphene is 15 layers (∼ 5nm
thick) as measured by AFM in Fig.3.12 and the oxidized graphene thickness increases to
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Figure 3.9: Left and right side in the nanogap. a, Device configuration before(top) and af-
ter(down) nanogap formation. b, AFM images and Raman mapping images in the graphene
channel before and after the nanogap formation. c-e, AFM images of pristine PECVD
graphene (c), left side of nanogap (d), and right side of nanogap (e) in the area of 500nm
× 500nm. f-h, Graphene oxide transport. Microscope image (f) of a nanogap device having
W/L=3/5 µm. IV characterization (g) and back gate dependence at Vds=100mV (h) in
the area of graphene (E2-Right electrode), nanogap (E1-E2 electrode), and graphene oxide
(GO, E1-Left electrode), respectively.
20nm so that the volume of oxidized graphene became three times bigger.
By help of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), we can conclude the significant
increase of C-O-C bonding in the graphene nanogap array (refer to Table S10), similar
with oxygen annealing in a furnace as shown in Fig.3.13. XPS (X-ray Photoemission Spec-
troscopy) measurement was conducted about pristine PECVD graphene, graphene nanogap
light-emitting array, and oxidized PECVD graphene in a 1100 C furnace as shown in Fig.
S10. Table S10 shows deconvoluted XPS data as shown in Fig.3.13. sp2 and sp3 bonding is
decreasing in the nanogap array having graphene oxide and in the oxygen annealed PECVD
graphene. From Table S10, the graphene nanogap array has more oxygen carbon bonding
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Figure 3.10: Raman mapping and representative data. a, G peak (1583 cm−1) Raman
mapping of nanogap device (W=L=5 µm). Scale bar: 2.5 µm. b, 1D map of Raman shift
in the cross line from A to B in (a). c, Raman shift at 4 µm (left) and 1 µm (right). Left
side is showing graphene oxide having been merged with G (1583 cm−1) and D (1350 cm−1)
peak.
than pristine PECVD graphene. Specifically, C-O-C bonding ratio increased up to 58.42%
from 9.69% in pristine PECVD graphene. This increased amount can mainly be come from
the graphene oxide.
However, XPS data cant distinguish the exact composition on the each channel layer
due to the large beam size (Diameter >100 µm). As a result based on TEM, AFM, XPS and
Raman data, three parts in the channel can be distinguished as graphene, nanogap, reduced
graphene oxide (RGO) from the left to the right. This oxidization can be attributed to the
resistance caused by potential barrier in the nanogap so that the increase of temperature
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Figure 3.11: Multiple sweep in W=7 µm and L=1 µm. a, IV characteristic was measured
along with increasing bias voltage from 1 V to 12 V with forward and backward directions.
b, 100 times multiple sweep. Red dash lines show specific parameters, which are positive
resistance (R), current drop, negative differential resistance (NDR), and saturation.
in the right side relatively causes grapehen oxidization. In order to clarify the electron
transport in the oxidized graphene, we fabricated two additional electrodes in the left and
the right side of the nanogap as shown in Fig.3.9f. Electrode Left and E1 are used for
reduced graphene oxide (RGO), Electrode E1 and E2 for nanogap, and Electrode Right
and E2 for graphene. Each layer shows different resistance as shown in Fig.3.9g such as
1.8kΩ, 7.8kΩ, 971Ω in RGO, nanogap, and graphene. The inset of Fig.3.9g shows that the
reduced nanogap by E1 and E2 electrodes shows same current drop behavior. Back gate
sweep using highly p-doped Si substrate as the back gate was measured to check variation
of carrier concentration as shown in Fig. 3.9h. Each slope (dI/dV) of RGO, nanogap,
and graphene shows -6.38×10-13, -2.68×10−13, and -3.55×10−8, respectively, which mean
the major carrier is hole. The transfer curve shows changed carrier concentration in two
layers. With 285nm thick SiO2 insulator (C= 0.757 fF in 2.5 µm × 2.5 µm) and estimated
Dirac points by the slopes, carrier concentration is estimated as 1.47×1012 and 4.79×1012
in graphene and RGO, respectively [71].
The origin of oxygen observed in the channel is suspicious because all experiments
are conducted in vacuum chamber having 10−4 ∼ 10−7 torr. In general, hot electrons
themselves interact with the SiO2 across the SiO2-graphene interface [72–74] and can be
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Figure 3.12: AFM measurement. a. An AFM scanning image in the area of 20 µm × 20 µm
shows 489 pm r.m.s. b. Surface roughness in the cross section of a. c. An AFM scanning
image of patterned PECVD graphene in the area of 20 µm × 20 µm (the left side: PECVD
graphene, the right side: SiO2). d. The step height of the patterned PECVD graphene.
the origin of graphene oxidization. However, as above described, the SiO2 substrate effect
was excluded by the hBN experiment as shown in Figure 3.7. In this experiment, we can
observe the same light emission with SiO2 substrate. This experiment shows the bottom
SiO2 layer is not the origin of graphene oxidization. Furthermore, oxygen is distributed on
graphene layers as shown in the TEM image of Fig.3.14e. Therefore, do not the bottom
SiO2 but the oxygen in the vacuum chamber affects the oxidization of graphene. The oxygen
concentration can be estimated in the vacuum chamber if the same ratio of oxygen in the
vacuum environment is maintained (In general, oxygen occupies 20.95% in the air). The
number of O2 molecules in 1 nm
3 will be estimated by 673 to 1 in the range of 10−4 to 10−7
torr from the ideal gas equation (PV=nRT). In addition, this number will be enough source
for the weak bond oxygen between carbon atoms in the nanogap. The vacuum pressure in
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Figure 3.13: XPS measurement. The binding energy in C 1s of pristine PECVD graphene
(a), graphene nanogap array (b), and oxidized PECVD graphene (c).
the test chamber seriously affect the I-V characteristics in our device as shown in Fig. S16.
10-9 torr makes excess current but 10−4 torr dosent. All our experiments excluding the
high vacuum test (10−9 torr) were conducted in the range of 10−4 torr to 10−7 torr. Under
10−3 torr, current is not flowing through the nanogap.
3.5.3 No excess current and light emission
Light emission from inelastic electron tunneling was reported in 1976 [75]. J. Lambe and
S. L. McCarthy used a metal-insulator-metal tunneling junction by inelastic tunneling ex-
citation of optically coupled surface plasmon modes. In our case, abnormal behavior in
electron transport is that there is no excess and diffusion current in high bias range which
emits green light emission in the medium range of vacuum pressure (10−4 to 10−7 torr),
unlike generally expected in tunneling devices shown in Fig.3.15. The previous reports have
attributed this to Si nanocrystal formation [58] or virtual energy band structure or quantum
dots [19, 76] in the nanogap but they havent focused on the excess and diffusion current
in high bias range and suggested direct evidences to confirm their hypothesises. The all
suggested hypothesises havent clearly explained non-excess current with light emission far
away from the current drop. After the current drop, more than 10V bias potential should
reasonably increase the excess current so that IV characteristic should have N or S type of
shape as well known [77]. However, we observed there is no such current increase in high
bias range. This abnormal behavior hints that there is limited number of energy states
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Figure 3.14: Cross-section TEM images of a nanogap device (W=L=5 µm). a, The entire
cross section of a device in the area of 8 µm × 8 µm includes electrodes. b, an image in the
area of 1 µm × 1 µm c, Left side of nanogap shows pristine graphene having ∼15 layers.
d, Nanogap part in the area of 100nm × 100nm. e, Right side of nanogap shows graphene
and oxide layers having ∼20nm thickness.
allowing electrons to pass between the nanogap. Simple homogeneous nanogap consisting
of one kind of atoms such as carbon is similar to the tunnel diode if we assume the nanogap
is just vacuum because the nanogap can be assumed as one potential barrier8. As a rough
calculation, energy states inside a quantum well can be calculated as below.
En − Ecw = h2n2/8m∗W 2 (3.1)
, where h is planck constant, n is integer, m∗ is effective mass of electron, Ecw is
conduction energy in the well and W is the width of the potential well. E will roughly
be ∼2.3 eV in 400 pm of two oxygen atoms (O2). In tight binding model, if the well
(W) extremely reduces to atomic diameter size such as 1.5 in oxygen, the number of
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Figure 3.15: NDR types and unconventional behavior. a, N-type NDR. b, S-type NDR c,
Unconventional IV characteristic of graphene nanogap device (W=5 µm, L=5 µm).
quantum confined enegery states will be seriously reduced and only a few states can exist
in the quantum well without upper continuous energy states as shown in Fig. 4a-b. This
hypothesis induces multiple potential barriers into the nanogap as shown in Fig.4b. Then
this very narrow multiple quantum well having extremely discrete energy states having 2
or 3 states can allow to emit visible light in the quantum confined virtual energy states.
This means a single atom plays a role of quantum well and it in itself emits photon by the
quantum confinement.
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Figure 3.16: Nanogap modeling and multi quantum well structure. a, Atomic nanogap
modeling in carbon chain including oxygen (for example, a=1.5 Å, b=2.5 Å, a=1.5 Å).
b, Multi quantum well structure having metal contacts on highly p-doped graphene at
zero biad. Quantum well width is assumed 1.5 Å which is the diameter of oxygen. The
quantum well has ∼2.3 eV of bandgap between two energy states. Each quantum well has
two confined quantum states. c, Typical IV characterization of a graphene nanogap device.
1,2,3,4 circles are explained in d. d, 1, Under E1 state, transmission rate is low and high
reflection rate. 2, On arriving at E1 state of Fermi level, the current increases fast with low
resistance and high transmission rate. 3, After passing E1 state of Fermi level, the current
increases fast with low resistance and high transmission rate before current drop in c, 4,
Fermi level is close to the second energy states in the quantum well. Then holes in the drain
can be allowed to pass the potential barriers and these holes can recombine with electrons
in E2 state from the source. The excitons have ∼2.3eV.
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To confirm our hypothesis, we conducted DFT (Density Functional Theory) sim-
ulation. D. Carrascal, et al. suggested how the edge states of graphene and impurities
in carbon chains change electron transport [78]. We model the nanogap as weak bonded
oxygen atoms between two carbon chains and varied the gap size. Metal contact assumed
on a few carbon atoms and two oxygen atoms weakly bonded with two carbon chains are
set. This model is fundamentally based on multi-quantum well structure. However, it is
different that the width of well is extremely narrow such as atomic diameter of oxygen.
Multi quantum well model as shown in Fig.3.16a-b can be analyzed with I-V char-
acterization (Fig.3.16c). At zero bias, Fermi level set above the neutral point of highly
p-doped graphene and under the first energy state (E1) in the multi quantum well. With
increasing bias voltage, reflected electron ratio is high due to low transmission ratio. When
Fermi level is close to the first energy state (E1), current increases with low resistance and
high transmission ratio in the quantum well. Until arriving at the second energy state (E2),
current keep increasing as shown in Fig.3.16c and 3.16d-3. As shown in Fig.3.16c and 3.16d-
4, after passing the second energy state (E2), hole injection from the drain metal increases
and this leads to electron-hole recombination in the quantum well and creating excitons
having green color (∼2.3eV). In the green light emission, current abruptly drops because
the second energy state (E2) is very close to vacuum level. This model shows a snap shot
of dynamic electron transport in the graphene nanogap so that dynamic electric field can
change gap and well sizes in the multi quantum well structure. Although we assume two
quantum wells having two oxygen atoms, there could be more than two oxygen atoms inside
nanogap because the measured EL spectrum shows very broad FWHM meaning statistically
distributed quantum well structures as shown in Fig.3.2c. Beside, real I-V characterization
as shown in Fig.3.2c and Fig.3.17 will be all combination of such quantum wells.
Figure 3.20 shows simulated electrical property of a nanogap device with an ex-
perimental result. DFT calculation assumes two oxygen atoms between carbon atoms as
shown in Figure 3.18. A few atomic arrangements doesnt consider real scale device includ-
ing graphene, graphene oxide, each contact resistance, and so on. Therefore, the result of
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Figure 3.17: EL measurement in W=L=5 µm. a. EL spectra in forward direction of bias.
b, IV characterisitic with peak EL photocounts from (a). c, Representative EL spectra in
green and red light emissions.
DFT calculation is translated into a single nonlinear resistance component as described as
shown in Figure 3.19. Although all factors such as capacitive effects cant be considered,
the simulated result as shown in Fig. 3.20a follows well with the trend of the experimental
measurement. This indicates the electrical properties of a nanogap device are well matched
with the assumption of oxygen atom insertion.
While this quantum well hypothesis that a single oxygen atom creates a quantum well
explains the electron transport of the nanogap well, the green light emission is not clearly
explained yet because the result of DFT calculation shows increase of bandgap along with
bias and emission spectra is not fixed at green color as shown in Figure S21. Furthermore,
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Figure 3.18: DFT calculation (C-C-C O O C-C-C). a, Transmission ratio mapping along
with bias voltage. Red circles show peak transmission points. b, I-V characterization in the
variation of distance parameters between C and O. c, From (a), transmission ratio at each
0.5 V bias step was depicted. d, Two band separation asymptotically happens along with
bias voltage. Blue line shows green light emission.
instead of oxygen other atoms can be the part of multi quantum well. Therefore, multi
quantum well model can explain the green light emission. However, unlike many literatures
on nanogap, our observation of light emission in a graphene nanogap is a significant footprint
able to explain the operation mechanism of a nanogap. Figure 3.20b shows the deconvoluted
PL data that 483, 557, and 727nm can be extracted from PL data. As known generally
in atomic spectroscopy, Oxygen atom can emit green centered light and also Nitrogen does
blue centered light [79]. These wavelengths can be found in NIST database (https://
physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin/ASD/lines_pt.pl) [80]. Doubly ionized oxygen (O++(OIII))
and singly ionized oxygen O++2 (OII) can emit the spectral lines [80]. However, considering
generally known florescence from oxygen and nitrogen, doubly ionized oxygen and doubly
ionized nitrogen is much close cause of the light emissions [79]. When the current drops in
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Figure 3.19: Circuit simulation. a, Circuit configuration. Rc is contact resistance. Rs1
is graphene resistance. Rn is nanogap resistance extracted from DFT calculation. Rs2 is
graphene oxide resistance. b, R-V characterization in the nanogap device (Rn). c, From
(a) and (b), total resistance variation can be simulated. d, I-V characterization based on
(a), (b), and (c). Optimum scaling factors are reflected on the resistance of nanogap (Rn).
Fig. 4a, the dropped energy is ∼ 1.15×109 W/cm2 which matches well with photoionization
energy (∼ 1×109W/cm2) [81]. The ionization of oxygen by current drop may break O2 in
environment into O. As a result, the doubly ionized oxygen O++2 is the main cause of the
light emission spectra. The fundamental electron configuration of Oxygen is 1s22s22p4 and
from the NIST database, the observed spectral lines come from below transitions (3.2, 3.3,
3.4).
557nm 2s22p3p → 2s22p3s (3.2)
727nm 2s22p4p → 2s22p4s (3.3)
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483nm 2s22p3s → 2s22p3d (3.4)
Figure 3.20c simply shows above electron transitions and light emissions in each
step. Based on both electrical and optical results, the graphene nanogap device initially
experiences graphene breaking flying out carbon atoms and oxygen atoms are inserted into
the nanogap as shown in the cartoon of Figure 3.20d. Electrons along with increase of
electric field finally ionize oxygen atoms and then current dramatically drops due to the
power dissipation for oxygen ionization as shown in Fig. 3.20a. Eventually, the doubly
ionized oxygen can emit the spectral lines. This mechanism can be adapted to the blue
light emission of N-doped graphene nanogap as well.
Figure 3.20: Electrical and optical properties, and mechanism. a, Electrical characteri-
zation. Simulated and experimental current-voltage characteristics. b, Emission spectra.
Light spectrum of the nanogap device showing a peak at 569.4nm and 208.4nm FWHM in
green color emission is de-convoluted into 727nm, 557nm, and 483nm. c, Energy level and
electron transition. 727nm, 557nm, and 483nm come from the transition of 4p to 4s, 3p
to 3s, and 3d to 3s, respectively. d. Mechanism of green light emission. d-a, a graphene
state before breaking. d-b, graphene breaking by high temperature. d-c, oxygen atoms are
located between two split graphene. d-d, Hot electrons ionize oxygen atoms. d-e, doubly
ionized oxygen atoms emits green light.
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Initially, we assumed weak bonding oxygen in the nanogap and this can be affected
by dynamic electric field condition and vacuum pressure. In high vacuum pressure more
than 10−9 torr, we observe the excess current that means there is no oxygen in the gap as
shown in Fig.3.21. Furthermore, the dynamic field effect in the weak bond oxygen atoms
changes the potential barrier so that finally the energy states inside the well will be affected
and the light spectra is further broadened. A single atom emission is extremely difficult to
observe because the structure of device and measurement are requiring significant sensitivity
and atomic scale fabrication. However, statistically combined the single atom emission in
the nanogap matched well in the abnormal electron transport behavior in our device. As
a result, we attribute the non-excess current and green light emission to the virtual states
inside multi quantum wells and Fig.3.1a depicts such concept as a cartoon.























Figure 3.21: IV characterization in high and low vacuum. Red line was measured in 10−9
torr and blue line in 10−4 torr. The measured device size is W=L=5 µm.
Based on this mechanism, the graphene nanogap device is stable and a new type
of NDR device, not N or S NDR device. NDR characteristics from the graphene nanogap
device show huge peak-to-valley current ratio (Ip/Iv ∼ 45) and highest peak current density
(∼ 90kA/cm2) as shown in Fig.3.15. The peak-to-valley current ratio is superior to other
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tunnel devices such as GaAs (∼ 28), Ge (∼ 8), and Si (∼ 4). In addition, such high
peak current density is appropriate for power devices. Fundamentally, tunnel devices are
high speed switching device up to 1THz because the tunneling is the fastest process [60].
This atomic tunneling effect is expected for graphene nanogap to be used for high-speed
oscillators.
3.6 Discussion
In summary, we report here that green light emission caused by ionized oxygen is possible
even in non-suspended nanogap graphene. Furthermore, we present a new type of NDR
device, a non-suspended device architecture that allows the manufacture of atomic-scale
light emitter, avoiding the complex and low-yield processes necessary for epitaxial growth
of III-V semiconductor and high doping profile. The use of PECVD graphene permits
graphene to be grown directly on the target substrate and opens the way to fabricate
CMOS-compatible large-scale graphene device. This nanogap device can be used for new
type NDR electronics requiring high on current and peak-to-valley voltage ratio.
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Chapter 4
Large-scale αMoO3 Synthesis and
Ambipolar Carrier Transport
4.1 Introduction
Two-dimensional (2D) layered materials, such as graphene and transition-metal dichaco-
genides (TMDCs) have been of great research interest, and advances in large-area growth
for many of these materials have enabled the fabrication of complex device structures [35].
Progress in other 2D materials, in particular oxide 2D materials, has been more difficult be-
cause of challenges in obtaining large-area monolayers with sufficient large gain sizes [7,32].
Although there has been recent research on transition-metal-oxide materials, including
TiO2 [82, 83], Ga2O3 [84], MoO3 [32], transition-metal-oxide layered materials have been
rarely reported. MoO3, in particular, has drawn particular interest because of potential
applications in electrochromic devices [24–26], organic photo-voltaic devices (OPV) [27,28],
organic light emission diodes (OLED) [29,30], gas or chemical sensors [31], field effect tran-
sistors (FET) [32], and nanophotonic waveguides [33]. More recently, these has been interest
in using MoO3 to control the carrier concentration of other 2D materials such as MoS2 and
WSe2 [34] by the creation of surface dipoles.
In case of molybdenum oxide, each stoichiometry has very different chemical, electri-
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cal, and optical characteristics. αMoO3, one of many phases of molybdenum oxide, has very
special electronic properties that make it of particular interest for electronic and optoelec-
tronic devices. These include high electron mobility (∼1100 cm2/Vs) [32], a wide indirect
bandgap (∼3.3eV) [85], and high relative dielectric constant (ε >200) [32] making it a good
candidate to replace GaN in many applications. For high-voltage devices in particular,
semiconductor materials are often characterized by Baligas figure of merit (BFOM) [86];
µ×ε×Eg 3, where µ is mobility in unit of cm2/Vs, ε is dielectric constant in unitless, and
E g is bandgap energy in unit of eV. For αMoO3, BFOM can be as high as 363.7, compared
to 24.6 for GaN and 1 for Si. Furthermore, the wide bandgap properties of αMoO3 make
possible optoelectronic devices in the ultraviolet (UV) by appropriate bandgap engineering.
Adjusting oxygen and hydrogen intercalation allows bandgaps to be tuned in the range of
2.8 to 3.3eV [85].
Although the crystal structure of αMoO3 has been known for decades, synthesis
of αMoO3 through techniques such as atomic layer deposition (ALD) [20], rapid thermal
process (RTP) [21], and oxidation of molybdenum metal [22] have been largely unsuccessful
because of poor control of growth conditions with a narrow band for stoichiometry, resulting
in sparse αMoO3 crystal flakes entangled with alternate lattice plane. As a result, device
results to-date have been from exfoliated crystals of molybdite, a natural ore [23]. Practical
device fabrication requires the ability to synthesize highly uniform polycrystalline αMoO3
in a manner similar to the chemical synthesis of other 2D materials such as CVD growth
of graphene [11], MoS2 [87]27, and WS2 [88]. Here, we report for the first time large-scale
growth of layered polycrystalline αMoO3 using a thermal phase transition from amorphous
MoO3 which leads to high-quality crystallization. The resulting orthorhombic crystal struc-
ture in these films is verified and characterized by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
x-ray diffraction (XRD), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and Raman spectroscopy.
Atomic force microscope (AFM) and Kelvin probe force microscope (KPFM) is used to an-
alyze surface properties, and FT-IR spectroscopy is used to analyze optical properties in
the resulting layers. The electrical transport properties of the few-layer αMoO3 crystals are
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also studied through the fabrication of simple field effect transistors.
4.2 Crystal growth and nanostructure
4.2.1 Crystal Growth
Thermal deposition is conventionally used for the deposition of amorphous MoO3 films. In-
situ thickness monitoring in thermal deposition can precisely control uniformity, thickness,
and deposition rates for thin films. A tantalum baffled box (Kurt J. Lesker, Co.) with
a cover containing a hole 0.060 inch in diameter was used as a source holder. Source
material was MoO3 from Sigma Aldrich (CAS number 1313-27-5, Catalog number 203815).
Deposition rate was set as 0.01 Å/s after warming up at an initial deposition rate of 0.2
Å/s. Chuck holding samples was rotated in speed of 60 rpm to make smooth thin films
without heating. Fig.4.1 shows AFM images of amorphous MoO3 films 3 nm and 50 nm
thick with a surface roughness of 385 pm rms and 325 pm rms, respectively.
Figure 4.1: AFM image of amorphous MoO3. a, 30 Å thickness. The surface roughness of
30 Å thickness shows 385 pm in rms. b, 500 Å thickness. The surface roughness of 500 Å
thickness shows 325 pm in rms
After deposition, the sample is annealed in a tube furnace (Lindberg M) with oxygen
gas (Tech-Air, Inc., 99.999 % purity). The presence of oxygen gas reduces the number
oxygen vacancies introduced during annealing of the amorphous films and aids in large-
scale crystal formation. The two most important parameters in this annealing process are
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annealing temperature (T) and the pressure of oxygen gas (P). Annealing temperatures
varied from 250 ◦C to 400 ◦C and oxygen gas flow was controlled between 0 psig and 150
psig. The best annealing conditions were achieved at 350 ◦C and 50 psig with a one-hour
ramp up, five-hour soak time, and natural cooling. More than five hours of soak time was
found to degrade crystallinity in thin MoO3 films under 10 nm.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker, Co.,) was used to measure surface morphol-
ogy of the samples. Measurement was performed in standard tapping mode in air. The
probing tip was a Pt/Ir (SCM-PIT) at room temperature. Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b show 424
pm and 337 pm in rms of surface roughness, respectively, for films of 30 Å thickness.
Figure 4.2: a, b, AFM image of 30 MoO3 annealed in 350 ◦C with O2 environment in 10
µm × 10 µm area (a), 500 nm × 500 nm area (b). c, d, Surface roughness profile of 30 Å
αMoO3 in range of 10 µm (c), and 500 nm (d).
Molybdenum trioxide was deposited on a silicon oxide wafer by thermal evaporator.
Source material (MoO3, CAS number 1313-27-5, Catalog number 203815) was purchased
from Sigma Aldrich. After deposition, the sample is annealed in tube furnace (Lindberg
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M) with oxygen gas (Tech-Air, Inc., 99.999% purity). In crystal growth, main experiment
parameters are annealing temperature and pressure of oxygen gas. Annealing temperature
varied from 250 ◦C to 400 ◦C and gas flow was controlled by common pressure regulator
from 0 psig to 150 psig. Good crystalline of molybdenum oxide was obtained in 350 ◦C and
50 psig in ramping up 1 hour and in soaking 5 hours, and in natural cooling as shown in
Fig. 4.3
Figure 4.3: Annealing condition. (a) Furnace configuration and (b) temperature profile as
a function of time. During all process, oxygen gas is flowing inside the tube.
4.2.2 Material Characterization
Surface morphology of molybdenum oxide was observed by microscope and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). Because the bright field images of crystalized samples shows very uni-
form, dark field imaging is mainly used to distinguish crystallization in microscope. Sur-
face roughness and crystal growth was checked by AFM. When crystal-like shape in both
tools was confirmed, the crystal structure of samples was measured from x-ray diffraction
(XRD), Raman spectroscopy, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). To measure
crystal direction, x-ray diffraction (XRD, Xpert3 Powder/Panalytical) was used in condi-
tions of 45 kV, 40 mV, and 30 seconds exposure. Atomic bonding structure in samples
was observed through Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw, 532nm laser, objective lens 100x).
The stoichiometry of Molybdenum oxide was analyzed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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(XPS). Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was performed to confirm the orthorhombic
structure of molybdenum trioxide. Finally, to measure work function, Kelvin probe force
microscopy (KPFM) was used. The measurement was conducted in air environment with
a Pt tip (Model number is PFQNE-AL) from Bruker, Co., and HOPG (Highly Ordered
Pyrolytic Graphite, Grade ZYB) was used for reference.
Averaged grain size can be estimated by a diagonal on the microscope image, which
can be used to count the number of grain boundary on the line. The number of grain
boundary on the diagonal in the 3 nm and 50 nm thick film is 53 and 58 respectively, as
shown in Fig. 4.4. The length of diagonal is 200 µm so that 200/52 µm and 200/58 µm
stand for the averaged grain size in each thin film, that is, 3.77 µm and 3.45 µm respectively.
Figure 4.4: Grain size estimation. Dark field images of 3nm thick film (a) and 50nm thick
film (b), having each diagonal line with red spots which stand for location of grain boundary.
X-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalytical, Co.) was measured at 45 kV and 40 mA.
Exposure time was 30 sec. The x-ray source is CuKα with =1.542 Å. The setting parameters
in the tool were FDS of 1/8, IASS of 1/4, AS of 1/4 less, x-ray beam mask of 10mm, and
diffraction antiscatter of 7.5 mm. Before measurement of crystalline MoO3, 900 nm SiO2/
p-doped [100] Si wafer (500µm thickness, Nova wafer, Co.) and amorphous MoO3 were
used to check background signals as shown in Fig. 4.2. Strong diffraction patterns in the
background signals are caused from the silicon wafer. The diffraction peaks correspond
with [100] direction of Si in 33.22◦ and 61.92◦ in 2θ. The orthorhombic structure in αMoO3
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has a=3.962 Å, b=13.855 Å, c= 3.699 Å, α=β=γ=90◦ in Pbnm crystal group. Diffraction
pattern will happen at angles determined by:
where h,k, and l are Miller index, and a,b, and c are lattice constants. αMoO3
theoretically shows 12.94◦ in [020] direction, 25.82◦ in [040] direction, and 38.75◦ in [060]
direction in 2θ.
The atomic bonding structure of polycrystalline αMoO3 films was analysed by micro-
Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw, Co.). A 532-nm wavelength for the laser source was used
with a 100× objective lens. An exposure time of 10 sec with 0.5 % of laser power (40mW)
was employed in one time accumulation at room temperature in air. A 1800 line/mm
edge filter was used. Crystallinity was mapped in 13×9 pixels, with a 5µm2 area per pixel.
Representative Raman peaks in αMoO3 are shown in Table S1. Each peak intensity of Table
S1 was relatively mapped as shown in Fig. S7. The peak intensities varies depending on
crystalline sizes and morphology but the peak locations correspond with previous reported
atomic bonding structures of αMoO3 [35].
Figure 4.5: XPS measurement of 30 Å αMoO3. a, Mo3d binding energy shows 233 eV±0.3
eV in Mo3d5/2 and 236 eV±0.3 eV in Mo3d3/2. b, O1s binding energy shows 530 eV±0.4
eV. c, OKLL binding energy shows 974 eV±0.4 eV and 994 eV±0.4 eV depending on the
thickness or αMoO3.
Fig.4.5a shows the Mo3d binding energy of 3-nm-thick αMoO3 films, showing Mo3d5/2
and Mo3d3/2 doublets created by spin-orbit coupling in MoO3. From the measurement of
binding energy, we can estimate the ratio of Mo and O. In general, MoO3 is expected to
have ∼232eV in Mo3d5/2 and ∼235eV in Mo3d3/2 and MoO2 ∼229eV and ∼232eV, re-
spectively2. As shown in Fig.4.5a, Mo3d5/2 demonstrates binding energies of 232.8 eV and
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233.3 eV depending on the thickness of αMoO3. These values are 233 eV±0.3 eV, which
are different with 232.6 eV in commercial MoO33. In case of Mo3d3/2 Fig.4.5a, 236 eV±0.3
eV, which are different with 235.7 eV in commercial MoO33. O1s binding energy shows 530
eV±0.4 eV which corresponds with reported values [24]. Figure4.5c depicts OKLL binding
energy which peaks are 974 eV±0.4 eV and 994 eV±0.4 eV depending on the thickness or
αMoO3. This also corresponds with reported values [25]. As a result, the composition of
Mo and O in our sample shows 1:3 ratio and means this material is αMoO3.























Figure 4.6: Current-Voltage measurement of 30Å αMoO3. Biasing voltage in Tungsten tip
represents tunneling voltage of αMoO3. Bias voltage +1.8 V, setting current 1.2 nA was
set for STM measurement.
Scanning tunneling microscope was used to characterize atomic lengths in the crystal
lattice. Vacuum level was under 10−9 Torr, collecting electrodes for tunneling electrons
were 500 Å Au, and a scanning tip was made of tungsten. Bias voltage +1.8 V, setting
current 1.2 nA was set for STM measurement. From the biasing condition of the tip, we
can estimate bandgap energy in the samples, showing around 2.8 eV as shown in Fig.4.6.
Atomic structure was measured as shown in Fig.4.7. The lattice structure shows rectangular
shape and each distance shows horizontally ∼4.9 Å and vertically ∼4.6 Å.
Kelvin probe force microscope (KPFM) measures the surface potential with an elec-
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Figure 4.7: STM image of 30Å αMoO3. a,c shows horizontally ∼4.9Å atomic distance and
b,d shows vertically ∼4.6Å
trically conducting tip(Pt, PFQNE-AL). As a reference sample, HOPG (Highly Oriented
Pyrolitic Graphite, Grade ZYB) was used. Measurement setting parameters were 0.452Hz
scan rate/512 samples/line. HOPG work function was ∼4.6eV and tip Work function
showed ∼4.9eV. Therefore, sample work function can be subtracted data from the tip work
function; sample work function = tip work function data. KPFM was performed in air.
Contamination can usually change the work function from ±0.5 to ±1 eV in air.
4.2.3 Device Fabrication and Characterization
Recrystallized molybdenum trioxide is used as a channel layer to measure electronic proper-
ties. Fabrication procedure is depicted in Fig.4.8. Lift-off method is used to pattern channel
layer and electrodes. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (MicroChem PMMA A4 495 and A2 950)
was coated in 2000 rpm and 1000 rpm for 1 minute on the sample. Following this, the sam-
ple was baked on hot plate at 180 ◦C for 2 minutes. For lithography, Ebeam lithography
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was used (EBL, Nano beam, nb4). To develop the pattern, IPA solution mixed with MIBK
as 3:1 stored under -5 ◦C in the fridge was used. Cr/Pd/Au of 1 nm/30 nm/50 nm were
deposited as metal electrodes in ebeam evaporator. Next to this, lift-off was done in acetone
for 1 hour. This lithography and deposition to lift-off procedure was repeated every layer.
To measure electrical properties, semiconductor analyzer (Agilent B1500A) was used.
Figure 4.8: Device Fabrication Process. a, P-doped (100) 500µm Si wafer with thermally
grown SiO2 900nm is cleaned with Piranha etchant. b, thermal deposition of MoO3. c,
oxygen annealing in tube furnace. d, PMMA coating for ebeam lithography. e, ebeam
patterning for two-terminal electrode. f, metal deposition in ebeam evaporator. G. PMMA
stripping.
Fig.4.8 depicts the procedure for the preparation of the substrate for two-terminal
device fabrication. P-doped (100) 500 µm Si wafer with a thermally grown 900-nm-thick
SiO2 layer was used as a substrate and initially cleaned with a piranha etch. Following
this, thermal deposition was performed in a low deposition rate of 0.01 Å/s. Samples were
annealed in a tube furnace. Next, for the measurement of electrical properties, two terminal
pads are created on the samples. For this, we used a lift-off process. Because MoO3 films
are vulnerable into water solution, we avoided using DI water for any solution process such
as developing and stripping. In the ift-off process, poly(methyl methacrylate) (MicroChem
PMMA A4 495 and A2 950) was coated in 2000rpm and 1000rpm for 1 minute on the
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sample. For soft bake, samples were baked on hotplate at 180C in 2 minutes. E-beam
lithography was used to pattern metal pads. After this, Cr/Pd/Au was deposited in an
e-beam evaporator in the same deposition rate of 0.5A/s. Finally, the stripping process was
conducted in acetone for 1 hour.
In initial attempts, platinum was used to as the contact metal, following previous
reports6. We found that the contact resistance, however, exceeded ∼1 Giga ohm in this
case. Instead, we employed Cr/Pd/Au contacts, which reduced the contact resistivity to a
few mega Ω. Such high contact resistance should be overcome as other 2D materials struggle
but high bandgap materials such as αMoO3 are extremely critical to make good contacts.
Affordable good metal contacts with αMoO3 should be developed further. For the I-V plots
as a function of gate voltage, we use an Agilent B1500A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer
to sweep the back gate while monitoring the current in a two-probe configuration with 100-
mV source-to-drain bias. The gate leakage is always negligible (<1nA) with respect to the
source drain current.
4.3 Layered Crystal Structure
The crystal structure of MoO3 has two phases, α and β. The β phase is metastable and has a
monoclinic structure, while the α phase shows thermodynamic stability and an orthorhom-
bic structure as shown in Fig.4.9a (a=3.962Å, b=13.855 Å, c= 3.699Å, α=β=γ=90◦) [32].
In addition, α-phase material has a layered structure (with a layer thickness of approx-
imately 13.855 Å) that is unique for this molybdenum oxide stoichiometry as shown in
Fig.4.9b. Fig.4.9c shows the (010) plane of αMoO3, which defines the plane of the layers of
the 2D crystal. Layered crystal growth is difficult to achieve of MoO3 and is rarely reported.
Oxygen vacancies commonly occur because αMoO3 has corner connected or edge-shared
MoO6 octahedra in the unit cell as shown in Fig.4.9a, differing from the simple structure
of TMDCs, which requires MX2, where M is a transition metal atom (Mo, W, etc.) and
X is a chalcogen atom (S, Se, or Te). Growth is further complicated by the narrow phase
diagram for αMoO3 [89].
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Figure 4.9: Crystal structure of αMoO3 and theoretically estimated atomic distances. a,
Primitive cell of αMoO3. Lattice constants are a=3.962 Å, b=13.855 Å, and c= 3.699Å. b,
Two layered αMoO3. c, (010) plane of αMoO3 viewed in top of (b).
In this work, we achieve single-crystal growth at high yield in a two-step process.
First, thermal deposition below 80◦C is used to grow a large-scale planar-uniform layer
of amorphous molybdenum oxide with no discernible crystal structure. Deposition rate
are kept below 0.01 nm/s to achieve dense films with a thickness range between 3 and 50
nm. Such thin films are required for efficient crystallization. As shown in Fig.4.1, these
thermally-deposited amorphous MoO3 films have root-mean-square (rms) surface roughness
of 0.3 nm and 0.6 nm rms for 3-nm and 50-nm-thick layers, respectively. Following the
deposition, these amorphous films are annealed in oxygen in a tube furnace to achieve
crystallization, as shown in Fig.4.3.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Raman spectra of PECVD graphene (red) and CVD graphene (blue). The
inset image shows the color difference between PECVD graphene and SiO2. (b) 3D cartoon
of a single pixel device. Cr/Pd/Au and Cr/Au were used for contact and cross electrodes,
respectively. HSQ (Hydrogen Silsesquioxane) is used as an insulator to separate cross
electrodes from contact electrodes. (c) Light emission image at 6V. (d) A fully packaged
chip on a 128-pin PGA. (e) a 20 mm × 20 mm die with an 8 mm × 8 mm array. Scale bar:
10 mm. (f) A magnified image of the array area. Scale bar: 1 mm. (g) A magnified image
of the array. Scale bar: 50 µm. (h) image of a single pixel with 1 µm2 of graphene (circled
in white). Scale bar: 5 µm.
Annealing times typically exceed 6 hours (ramping up for 1 hour, soaking for 5 hours,
and cooling naturally) at 350◦C in an O2 environment. The oxygen environment (99.999
% purity) is essential to compensate for oxygen vacancies that would otherwise form in
crystal formation. Any other gas environments (such as N2 and Ar) result in inadequate
crystal formation. Figure 4.10-a shows thermally deposited amorphous MoO3, patterned
amorphous MoO3 , annealed MoO3 , and bright/dark field microscopy images of 30 Å
MoO3.
The surface morphology, thickness, crystal structure, and grain boundary character-
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Figure 4.11: Microscope images. Bright field image (a) and dark field image (b) of 500 Å
αMoO3 annealed in 350
◦C with O2 environment, respectively. Bright field image (c) and
dark field image (d) of 30 Å αMoO3 annealed in 350
◦C with O2 environment, respectively
istics of these crystallized MoO3 films are shown in Figs.4.10b-d. Because crystal formation
is not easily observed in a bright-field microscope (Fig.4.11), Fig.4.10a shows the comparison
between bright-field and dark-field microscopy in 3 nm and 50 nm thick oxygen annealed
MoO3, showing clear grain boundaries contrast with each bright field image of thermal
deposition. Crystallized thick amorphous MoO3 (50 nm, Fig.4.11a-b) show much clearer
grain boundaries than those observed in thin amorphous MoO3 (3 nm, Fig.4.11c-d). Sur-
face morphology, as shown in Fig.4.10b, is very smooth and flat such as 0.5nm rms surface
roughness with hexagonal crystals (Fig. 4.10b and Fig.4.2). Averaged grain size in the
thickness of 3nm and 50nm is 3.77µm and 3.45 µm, respectively.
AFM analysis of multi-layered crystals (Fig.4.10c) allows the thickness of one mono-
layer is around 1.34nm (b=13.4 Å), matching well theoretically estimated values and mea-
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Figure 4.12: Crystal stoichiometry measured by XRD(a), XPS(b), Raman spectroscopy(c),
and FT-IR spectroscopy(d) in the thickness 30 Å, 500 Å of αMoO3 annealed in 350
◦C
with O2 environment. a, XRD spectra depicts strong peaks in 13, 26, 38, corresponding
[020], [040], [060], respectively. Inset graph shows diffraction pattern of 30 Å MoO3. In the
same positions with 500 Å αMoO3, [020], [040], and [060] peaks happened weak relatively
because film thickness is thinner than 500 Å αMoO3. b, The ratio of Molybdenum and
Oxygen can be determined in XPS spectra. c, Mapping data of Raman spectra in 30 Å
MoO3. Raman spectra show various bonding structure of αMoO3. 781 and 850 cm
−1
peak means metastable βMoO3. Samples are mixed with some unstable βMoO3. d, FT-IR
spectra of 30 Å MoO3.
sured XRD data (Fig.4.12a). To confirm crystal structure, scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) was performed on a 3-nm thick recrystalized αMoO3 sample. Fig.4.10d shows the
resulting STM image, revealing clear atomic lattices (a=4.9 Å, c=4.6 Å, as shown in Fig.4.7)
across the observed area (3.63nm × 3.63nm). Comparing with MoO2 (a=5.610, b=4.843,
c=5.526, α=γ=90◦,β=119.62◦) [89], these lattice constants are small but larger than the-
oretically estimated values [32] (a = 3.962 Å, c = 3.699 Å) for αMoO3, probably due to
the adsorption of hydrogen atoms to the oxygen atoms [90]. This distortion of the lattice
constants also affects the bandgap. From STM (Fig.4.6), we find a bandgap of approx-
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imately 2.8 eV, which is within the theoretically estimated range [90], and confirms the
wide-bandgap nature of αMoO3 monolayer films.
Figure 4.13: Reference measurement of XRD. a, SiO2 900 nm, p-doped Si wafer. b, amor-
phous MoO3.
XRD measurement allows for the macroscopic conformational determination of lat-
tice constants in the single-crystal films. Fig.4.12a shows the results of XRD analysis, which
confirm the [010] orientation of the layered crystalline planes for both the 3-nm and 50-nm
samples. The diffraction peaks in 2θ happen at exactly 12.8◦, 25.8◦, 39◦C excluding Si
peaks at 33.22◦, 61.92◦ (see Fig.4.13). These peak positions nearly exactly match the [020],
[040], and [060] direction in the orthorhombic crystal structure of αMoO3 (ICDD card no.
35-0609, JCPDS reference card no. 5-0508). Intensity and broadening of the peaks in the
XRD traces is affected by thickness variation in the films. The 3-nm αMoO3 films showed
smaller peak values in the same location as those observed on the 50-nm films, as shown
the inset graph of Fig.4.12a. From this XRD measurement, lattice constants (a, b, c) can
be extracted as a=3.9 Å, b=13.8 Å, c=3.9 Å.
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Figure 4.14: Raman Spectroscopy Mapping Data of 30 Å αMoO3. Each pixel has a resolu-
tion is of 5µm2, and each major peak in αMoO3 was mapped.
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Because of the size of X-ray beam (approximately 6.35 mm slit we used), estimated
lattice constants from XRD represent averaged crystal lattice unlike the result from STM
measurement. The crystal stoichiometry was also analyzed by XPS, confirming that the
samples have a Mo:O ratio of 1:3. As shown in Fig.4.12b, Mo3/23d and Mo5/22d binding
energies are measured to be 233eV±0.3eV and 236eV±0.3eV, respectively, further con-
firming the crystal stoichiometry. These doublets are unique to the spin-orbital coupling
in MoO3 (as distinct from what would be observed in MoO2, ∼229eV for Mo3/23d and
∼232eV for Mo5/22d), confirming the 1:3 ratio of Mo and O [91, 92]. Fig.4.12c shows the
observed Raman spectrum for our αMoO3 films, demonstrating well-defined chemical bond-
ing of αMoO3, consistent with previous studies [93]. A micro-Raman map of the surface
was formed from measurements in a 13 × 9 pixel array with a 5µm2 area per pixel. Raman
spectroscopy of αMoO3 (symbols in Fig.4.12c are explained in Table S1) reflects Mo-O and
Mo=O bonds in the crystal, which have bending and stretching modes [32,92]. Such major
peaks in the Table S1 and Fig.4.12c, caused by oxygen vacancies, are a measure of the
achieved crystalline uniformity (Fig.4.14) [32,92].
Defect bands in the samples were analyzed by Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectroscopy (Fig. 4.12d). The near-IR spectra, peak position and bandwidths of these
peaks, are influenced by crystal grain size, morphology, and defects [94]. For wavenumber
less than 1020 cm−1, atomic bonding structure determines the IR spectrum, and there is
a one-to-one relationship between peaks found in the Raman spectrum with the trenches
found in the IR spectrum. The IR transmission of our sample shows one trench at 1160.7
cm−1 with a continuously increasing transmission at high wavenumbers. This is indicative
of a defect band with the bandgap of αMoO3 located ∼0.14eV below the conduction band
edge due to the polycrystalline nature of the sample.
4.4 Ambipolar and memristive behaviors
Amorphous MoO3 is found to have a field effect mobility of only µeff=1.4×10−5 cm2/Vs
(Fig.4.15). Crystalized αMoO3, however, is expected to have a bandgap between 2.8 and
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3.3 eV and a mobility as high as µeff=1100 cm
2/Vs [32]. We independently measured the
work function of our αMoO3 films using KPFM (Fig. S11) and find this to be approximately
∼5.1 eV in air, consistent with an electron affinity of 6.7 eV, measured by ultraviolet pho-
toemission spectroscopy and inverse photoemission spectroscopy [95], and p-type intrinsic
doping [96]. These work functions make Ohmic contacts challenging. The surface potentials
of transition metal oxide also significantly affect the ability to create a good Ohmic contact.
Figure 4.15: I-V Characteristics of Amorphous 500 Å MoO3. a, Transfer curve. b, Output
curve. Field effect mobility shows µeff=1.4×10−5 cm2/Vs.
Despite these contact challenges, Fig. 3a shows fabricated field-effect device struc-
tures. Few-layered αMoO3 material (∼43 Å) is used as a channel layer between source and
drain electrodes, which corresponds with ∼3 layers. The substrate is a highly p-doped,
(100)-oriented silicon wafer with a thermally grown layer of SiO2 (900 nm) which functions
as a backgate. We make source and drain contacts with deposition of Cr/Pd/Au (1 nm/30
nm/50 nm) on the surface of the αMoO3 film. Figs. 3b-c show representative current-
voltage characteristics for these devices. αMoO3 is generally considered to be a p-type
material. However, our device clearly shows ambipolar behavior in Fig.4.16b characteristic
of ab initio intrinsic doping with p-type characteristics at negative gate bias and n-type char-
acteristics at positive gate bias. Field-effect mobility in these devices can be calculated from
µeff=L/(Cgate WVds ) (dId)/(dVgs ) , where (dId)/(dVg ) is the transconductance, W is
channel width, L is channel length, and Cgate is the gate capacitance. In our case, W=L=7
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µm, 4.3 nm corresponding with 3 layers and Cgate=1.88×10−15 F. As shown in Fig.4.16b,
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics determine a field-effect mobility of µeff=3.18 cm
2/Vs
for holes (at Vds = 0.1) and µeff=2.28 cm
2/Vs for electrons (at Vds=0.1V).
Figure 4.16: Electronic properties of 30 Å αMoO3 annealed in 350
◦C with O2 environment.
a, Device and measurement schematics. The channel thickness is ∼ 4.3 nm. b, Ambipolar
characteristic in back gate sweep. Threshold voltage shifted from 1.6 V via 6.4V to 13.6 V
in 0.1, 0.5, 1 V backgate bias. c, P-type behavior. Vds sweep from 0 V to -10 V. d, N-type
behavior. Vds sweep from 0 V to -10 V.
Electron mobility is lower than previously reported values (µeff=1100 cm
2/Vs [32])
because of the polycrystalline nature of our samples. The on/off ratio and subthreshold
swing also vary with the biasing conditions and charge carrier type. At Vds = 0.1 V, the
on/off ratio is approximately 102 while the subthreshold swing is ∼80 mV/decade (for holes)
and ∼68 mV/decade (for electrons) (Fig.4.16b). For drain-to-source voltages (Vds) from 0
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to ∼200 mV, the drain current (Id) as shown in Fig. 4.16c-d shows the characteristics of
thermionic transport due to the Schottky barrier contact at the source and drain with a
barrier height of approximately 0.1 eV, as expected from the work function difference and
which varies with gate bias. Carrier concentration at around Vgs = ±20V is estimated
with >7.6×10−10 cm−2 in electron and hole, respectively. Because oxygen vacancies in
the films act as charge-trapping defects and oxide semiconductors have oxygen vacancies in
general, significant gate hysteresis is also observed with threshold voltage shifts as large as
5 V (Fig.4.16b). As shown in Figs.4.16b, increasing Vds also shifts the threshold voltage in
the positive direction.
Figure 4.17: Strong hysteresis and memristive phenomenon of 30 Å αMoO3 annealed in
350 ◦C with O2 environment. a, Strong hysteresis. Transfer curve shows ambipolar char-
acteristic depending on backgate (Vgs) bias in forward and sweeps. The threshold voltage
shifts from -1.65V (forward) to 3.2V (backward). b, Log-linear plot of Ids vs. Vds. Drain-
to-source bias shows memristive phenomenon in forward and backward bias.
Field-effect devices with TiO2 and MoS2 channels have been found, in some cases,
to have memristive behavior, in which the resistance of the device depends on the past
history of current flowing through the device [18, 82]. This memristive behavior provide
an opportunity for non-volatile memory applications because a memristive device can hold
state when power is turned off. We find that αMoO3 devices show strong memristive
characteristics as shown in Fig. 4.17a-b. This is particularly evident in the Vds bias sweeps
in Fig. 4.17a, very similar to properties reported for TiO2 and MoS2 memristors [18, 83].
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This memristive behavior is also evident in Fig. 4.17b in which a forward sweep of Vds
shows higher resistance and lower drain current than the backward sweep. This memristive
behavior can be attributed to polaronic scattering between ionic defects, produced by oxygen
vacancies, and electrons, which are captured in the local potential of these ionic defects on
the forward sweep, reducing the number of holes in the conduction band and reducing
current flow. On the subsequent reverse sweep, holes can easily move by help of these
polarons, leading to larger current levels [97, 98]. This can be explained the increase of
hole carrier concentration in forward and backward sweep as shown in Fig. 4.17a, which is
4.39×10−10 cm−2 when it is from forward to backward.
4.5 Summary
In summary, large-scaled uniform αMoO3 was synthesized by thermal phase transition, with
the number of layers determined by the thickness of the starting amorphous MoO3 film.
Ultra-pure oxygen gas during the thermal phase transition prevents oxygen vacancies and
helps deliver crystal sizes in excess of 5µm. The electrical properties of this material show
ambipolar carrier transport and memristive behavior that can be explained by polaronic
effect in the αMoO3 lattice. Further work is necessary to realize mono-layered αMoO3,
probably with mechanical or liquid exfoliation methods [99]. This memristive behavior has





In this thesis, unconventional CVD graphene electronics and wide bandgap αMoO3 have
been studied. A low speed flexible graphene voltage amplifier array having all graphene
FETs in a pixel was demonstrated. 15 µm thick polyimide substrate maximize the flexibility
of graphene FET and its circuit. Specially, very low input-referred noise performance is
expected to apply for neural sensors and further studies need to be conducted. In case
of graphene nanogap devices, its visible light emission with NDR performance as an array
having 65,000 pixels was demonstrated and its light emission mechanism has been cleared.
Single atom electroluminescence is extremely hard to observe due to its atomic scale but the
footprint of single atomic electroluminescence is clearly showing atomic emission. The NDR
characteristic is expected to be studied more for RF circuits because tunneling devices are
expected to have 1 THz speed in theory. Next steps will be probing the potential of highly
efficient NDR device. Large-scale syntheized αMoO3 showed ambipolar and memristive
characteristics and logical integration can be expected further. The chemical and optical
characteristics of αMoO3 need to be studied further because photochromic characteristics
also are expected in TMOs.
To our knowledge, this study represents
• The first large-scale (512) flexible graphene voltage amplifier integration.
• The first visible light emission with the highest Ip/Iv and NDR in graphene nanogap.
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• The first large-scale layered αMoO3 synthesis.
• The first observation of ambipolar and memristive behaviors in αMoO3.
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